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Abstract

The photochemica.lJ-y j-nduced reactions of
trans-Vir(0) (lJz )e (dppe)z with varj-ous smal-I molecules has

been studied using the technlques of preparative

chemi-sLry, quantum yield determinations and flash
photolys is .

It vras found that a general cl-ass of photochemically

induced substitution reactions of trans-i{ ( Nz ) z ( dppe ) z

existed, l-eading to the production of trans-hl(t tN, )2 (dppe)z ¡

trans and cjs hl(CO)z (dppe)2, lrl(H,* )(dppe)2, and

ltrHz ( PHBu, ) ( dppe ) z . ft was also determined r"haL the

previously 'reported reactions of tîans-!'i(Nz )z (dppe)z with
alkyl and acyl hal-ides required light activation.

Quantum yield measurements for the reaction of
trans-!ü( Nz ) z ( dppe ) z with various species showed that there

u/as a J-imiting quantum yiel-d of 0,4, and, in the case of
the reaction with 1-bromobutane, the quantum yield vüas

dependent on substltuent concentration in the range

0.01 to 0.05 mol-ar.

Flash photolysis experiments demonstrated that two

rel-axation processes followed a perturbation from the

photostatlonary state. Upon fl-ash photolysis an

immediate decrease in absorbance (in the nange 290 400 nm)

vüas observed, which i^tas aLLributed to loss of both

dinÍtrogen l-igands . The absorbance (and presumably

dinitrogen ligands ) was then recovened in two consecutive

first order processes, one process being effectively
complete in 5 mil-J-iseconds, the second process being

complete in 2- seconcis.
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Isotopic l-abelling experiments involving l-abeJ-ling

with one labil-isation by light, and the relative rates of

isotopomer formation strongJ-y suggest,ed that two

dj-nitrogen ligands were exchanged with dinitrogen in the

solvent upon absorption of a photon of 1ight. Some of

the results discussed in this thesis have been published

in Inorganica Chimlca Acta. (Appendix D)
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P reambl- e

In l-gT3 A. A. Diamantis I whll-e working in the Sussex

laboratories of the A.R.C. unit of nitrogen fixation under

the guidance of Professor J. Chatt, found that a reaction

occurred between lrl(Nz ) z (Oppe )z and alkyl hal-ides.

(Specifically methyl bromide, ethyl bromide and tertiary
butyl bromide.) This reaction produced complexes

characteri-sed as Brl¡'l (NNR ) (dppe ) z and BrzW (NNHR ) (dppe ) z .

Diamantis noted that the reaction of the dinitrogen complex

and the a1ky] hal-ides depended on the light intensityr in

that the reaction proceeded more rapidly when irradiated
by a lOO watt lamp than in the diffuse light in the

laboratory. Ìrlhen reactive alkyl bromides such aS MeBr

and EtBr Were used a green product vüas formed 1n additlon

to the aJ-kyl azo and alky1 diazenido compJ-exes. ThÍs was

later shown to contain an azo butano1 group, derived from

the methyl or ethyl radical attack on Llnfz,

In late I973 Diamanlis returned to the University

of Adel-aide where the opportuníty to further investigate

this reaction did not occur until r975, when the research

work descri-bed in this thesis vüas commenced.

Initially the aims of this project were:

(a) To investigate the reaction between W(Nz)z(dppe)z and

various alkyl halides to determine whether the reaction

is photochemicallY induced. '

(b) To determine the mechanism of this reaction.
( c ) To j-nvestigate the possibility of the ex j-stence of

other photochemically induced react'ions of
lrr(Nz ) z (dppe) z and Mo(Nz ) z (dppe) r-.
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The research work commenced as an ldentification of
the products of the photochemical- reaction, during the

investigation of the system it became obvious that the

techniques of flash photolysis, quantum yiel-d determination

and emission l-ifetime determination would yield more

information as to the mechanism of the reaction than would

preparative techniques. The project hlas advised in this
area by Dr. G. S. Laurence and co-'tÍorkers , who made

available equipment for flash photolysis r laser excited

emission and kinetic studies.
Thus in retrospect the project became divided into

a number of, sections, which provided data at various

1evels.
(1) Flash photolysis and i-sotopic labell-ing: The use of

flash photolysis al-lowed the chemical- changes which

occurred upon irradiating !l ( Nz ) z ( dppe ) z to be

directly observed, while isotopic l-abeIling showed

that this change involved labilisatlon of both

dinitrogen ligands. The reaction scheme proposed on

the basis of these results is shown below:

!'l(Nz)z(dppe)z !,/(dppe ) z (solv) z +2Nz

hr(Nz)(dppe)z(sotv)

(2) Preparative techniques: It vüas attempted to react

W(Nz)z(dppe)z with various substrates in the dark and

with visibl-e light irradiation. This enabl-ed the

proposed reaction mechanism to be confirmed on the

preparative scale, and also l-ed to the production of

some novel compounds.
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The thesis has been presented in four chaptens:

(1) An introduction to dinitrogen complex chemistry, a

brief survey of the literature and a survey of some

inorganic photochemistry revlews.

(2) Preparative scale photochemistry of lrl(Nz )z (dppe)2.

(3) Quantum yield determinations and flash photolysis

results and a discussion on the mechanism involved.

Some data on Mo ( Nz ) z ( dppe ) z has also þeen lncluded,
this derives in part from this work and in part from

work by Ashwood3.

( 4 ) l,laterials and methods .
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ABBREVIATIONS

In this work a nu¡nber of abbreviations have
been used. The intent of these abbreviations is
explained below.

P

dp

dpPe

rhf
dmso

dmf

ox

Any monodentate organophosphine ligand
Any bidentate organophosphine ligand
The bidentate organophosphine ligand
L, 2,bis (diphenylphosphino) ethane

Tetrahydrofuran
Dimethylsulphoxide
Dimethylformamide

,_Oxalate , CZO4'
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1.0 Int roduct ion

The chemj-stry of metal dinitrogen complexes is a

relatively new field of study, the first such compound,

tRu(NHg) sNzlCt2 having been discovered in 1965.+ Since

then many other dinitrogen complexes have been formedr of

postulated as existÍng in reaction mixtures '

complexes formed between transition metals aud

gaseous molecules, such as dinitrogen, carbon monoxide,

dioxygen, and dinitrogen oxide have been extensively

studied particularly during the last decade partly in an

effort to increase our understanding of enzyme systems t

and to generate models of enzymes mimicking systems such

as oxygen carriers and nitrogenases. An example of thiS

is the reversibLe oxygen carrier ¡is(salìcy'laldehyde)-

ethylenediaminecobalt(II) , which has been known for

quite some time, and has contributed greatly to our

knowledge of the dioxygen carryj-ng capabil-ities of

haemoglobin. s

Dinitrogen complexes are compouncls of transition

metals with the dinitrogen mol-ecul-e attached directly to

the metal- as a ligand. The formal,ion reaction of the

dinitrogen complexes is the onJ-y definite reaction of

molecuLar dinitrogen known to occur aE loom temperature

and pressure, with reagents mil-d enough to exist in

water. 6

Dinitrogen complexes are mostly diamagnetic

compounds obeying the effective atomic number ru1e,

aJ-though some paramagnetic compler.es are known" Terminal-

dinitrogen complexes are characterized by a sharp band,

È-
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I
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{

i
Ë,
ål
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Dinitrogen is the

molecules, only reacting
extremely reactive groups

red spectrum between 19OO cm-t and

v(N=N),,"mode. The difference 1n
/

most inert of the common diatomic

aE room temperature with

I

È,"or bands,

2220 cffi-r,

v (N=N \,rf or

of gaseous

measure of
caused by

infra red

that the

in the

due to
infra
the

a dinitrogen complex and the Raman absorption

dinitrogen (2331 cm-I) can be used as a crude

the lowering of the bond order of dinitrogen

coordination. The high lntensity of the

absorption assigned to the v(NrN)7mode suggests

nitrogen atoms have become el-ectronically

asymet¡ic This is supported by the observed negative

correlation between frequency and intensity for v(N=N)"þ

and X-ray photoelectron spectra for dinitrogen complexes

of Ir(1)r Co(1)r Fe(Tf ), Re8 and Ir?

1.l- Bondi na in dinitroEen comol- exes

I'
I
,t

t

i
i

I

cenLres to form dinitroPgen

or Li.

(excepting low val-ent metal-

compJ-exes) such as CHzt CF3HC¡s

Table 1.1 l-ists various properties of dinitrogen
and some of its analogues. Points of interest are the

extremely high bond energy of the N=N tripJ-e bond

compared to the N=N doubl-e bond, the short bond length of
dinÍtrogen, high val-ue of v(N=N)r high val-ue of the

dissociation erlergy, and the extremely high ionization
energy which is approximately as great as that of argon.

There is considerable uncerlainty as to the value of the

electron affinity of dinitrogen.



TABLE 1.1

(From G.J. Lelgh, l-7T16)

(a) Phvsical properties

Bond length tÅl

Stretching frequency (cm-1 )

Ionj-zation energy (eV)

Dissocj-ation energy (kJ mol-I )

( b ) Comparison of bond enersies (t<¿ mol- 1 
)

Triple bond

Rat io
Doub1e bond

Ratio
Single bond

Nz

1.098

233r

t5.6
942

N-N

942

2,25

418

2.62

15g

Oz

1.207

r555

12.3

494

N-0

ro55
1,3 .0

1,333

2.0
1"168

CzlHz

1.208

T9T 4

tr.4
837

o-0

40l-

2.gr
138

c0

t.r28
2143

14.5

984

c-c

8r2
r.32

615

r.77
347

NO

1.150

187 6

9.3
628

c-N

879

r.43
6t5

2.r0
293

c-0

9e4

1.38

712

2'.02

352

:-i:-:a-:

UJ
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The great stabitity of dlnitrogen Ís a consequence

of its electronic structure, which is sinlil-ar to that of

carbon monoxide. Simple mol-ecular orbital theory predicts

that the sequence of molecular orbital-s for a homonuclear

diatomic molecule such as dinitrogen j-s og2s, ou2s ¡ õ82P ¡

IIu2p, IIg2p , ou2p, Such as oCCUrs in the dioxygen mol-ecule.

However, for dinitrogen the sequence is altered by the

interchange of IIu2p and og2p. r 0 This is due to the strong

configurational interaction between 682p and og2s Levels

which raises the former above Ilu2p. The sequence of

molecular orbitals can be represented as j-n figure 1.1.

The essential- features of the bonding of dinitrogen

to a inetal atom ale the donation of a pair of electrons

from the ogzp orbital into an unf il-led metal d orbital to

form a o bond, and a back donati-on of metal non-bonding

d orbital electrons into the strongly antibonding Ttg?p

orbitals of the dinitrogen mol-ecule (Fig, I.2).
It would be expected that donation of the o82p

electrons to the metal- woul-d resul-t in a decrease in the

N-N bond energy. HOWeVer, it strengthens the bond, due

to decreased electronic repulsion in the vol-ume between

the nitrogen nucl-ei. The donation of metal dII electrons

to the ogzp orbital does result in overall- weakening of

the bond.6 This is therefore a very simil-ar pattern to

the bonding of C0 in metal carbonyls.

Because of this bonding, the dinitrogen J-igand is

extremely Sensitive to the nature of the other ligands

attached to the metal centre. The co-ligands normally

found are ammonia, chl-ori-de, hydride, and organic

phosphines.
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2p

3ou = ou2p

lTU = ,JT p

2p

1l

2s 2s

o eV

Nz N

w = weâkr b = bonding, ab = âhtibonding

Correl-ation diagram for dinitrogen,
from Hewitt and Cutting. I o

N

s = strongr

FÏGURE 1 .1

s. ab. 7ev
1ng ngzp

w.b. 15.6.u 1L
p

eVb.
08-og

T7 ,I lt 1l

2o 2s

Inr. ab .
Zou =

18.7 eV
ou2s

1l
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+

1-

Representation of bonding
between dinitrogen and a
metal atom.

FTGURE I,2
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Dinitrogen has been observed to bind in a variety

of ways:

(r) N=NM-

(II)

(IIT)

(IV) M-N=N-M

(V) N=N-M-N=N (trans)

(vr )

However, structures (I) r (IV) r (V) r and (VI) are

the ohly commonLy observed species. A di-hapto structure,
(1I)r is probably involved in the rotation of the

*l

dinitrogen ligand i" tNHs)uRutuN-r"*J.t' A crystal

structure has been carrj-ed out on a dihapto RhNz complex,

and although there'are anomal-ous bond lengths reported it'

would seem that there 1s evidence for structure (II)

existing as a stable entitY.l3

N

lil
N

I
N=N-M
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L2 The nature of the dínitrogen coordination site

In 1966 Shil-ov et al reacted dinitrogen 8as with a

mixture containing RuCl g and ztnc amalgam in thf
sol_ution. I s This ylelded a Ru ( thf ) complex containing

coordinated. dinitrogen, providing the first evidence that

dinitrogen complexes could be formed directly from

dinitrogen gas. Discovery of other such formation

reactions rapldlY f ol-lowed.

Harrison and Taubets then showed that dinitrogen

could displace water from (NH3)URu0H, 2+ , to

yieJ-d INz(Ru(NHs ) u ) z] r*,.0, . This observation is important

in that if dinitrogen complexes are to serve aS models for

nÍ-trogenase there a7e a number of prerequisltes for the

coordination site: (a) Ne must be able to compete (in an

aqueous environment) for the active site, which is
probably a metal_ centre. (b) Ammonia must not bond

strongJ-y to the active centre. ( c ) Dinitrogen analogues

(such as Ns I C2H2t CO) should also react with the metal

The phrase "NH3 can be displaced from a coordination
site by dinitrogen" is a somewhat abbreviated description
of the reaction which actually oroceeds as

(NHr) uRu
2+
aq

(NH RUOH 2+
aq NH

33 5 4
Ir +

ä fi <unr> rRu) rN
-r 4+

2J
-"] 2+(NH

3 6)

The ammonia has been displaced in the sense
competes with ammonia quite successfully in
steþs. l6

that water
the equilibrium
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Overall, Ít woul-d appear that metal dinitrogen complexes

should provide a model- system for the nitrogenase fixation
reactions 

"

In nitrogenase the two metals iron and molybdenum

appear to be necessary for ammonia production, with the

active site probably aL a molybdenum metal centre. This

would seem to indicate that the study of the molybdenum

complexes would perhaps yield the most information about

the activation of dinitrogen aL a metal cenLre. This is
not to suggest that the dinitrogen complexes formed are

necessarily aL all like those involved in nitrogenases.

However, thp chemistry of transition metal dinitrogen
complexes can obviously enhance our understanding of
meLal/ dlnitrogen bonding and reactivity.

Thus metal- dinitrogen complexes are of some

interest in two principal aspects: (1) t'heir fortnation

and bonding and (2) their reactlviLy (particularly
towards reduction).

For some years afLer the first reports of
t (ttlHa )sRull zlCtz yto reduction of coordinated dinitrogen
to NHe or hydrazi-ne could be achieved by using mil-d

reagents. Indeed, coordinated dinitrogen seemed to be

as inert as free Nz toward reduction. It was found to
be possible to produce NHs and NzH,* from reactj-onrrbrel^Isrt

of iI1 defined constituents, and a report was published

of a yield of 200 moles of reduced products per mole of
meta.l-. However, these systems used strong reducing

conditions in exotic solvents. I I
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r.3 D init- rogen compfexes of l"lo and \^l

The greatest degree of success in rtf ixingrr ligated

dinitrogen has t¡een experienced with the system

M(Ne)z(P,,) where M = Mo or I/¡ and P = ådpper EEEP, MezPhP

or MePhzP.

This has been achieved since I970, when Bellt

Chatt and Leighr e reported that reduction of Inlgl,, (PR a ) z

by sodium amalgum in a thf solution of an appropriate

phosphine under a dinitrogen atmosphere r yielded

cis-irü(Nz )z (P)+ and ttans-hi(Nz )z (dp)2. Improved syntheses

ltere later deve1oped,20,2 I Various syntheses were also

reported for Mo(Nz )z üW, and Mo(N z) z(P) u.'" ¡23 ¡2+ 4

direct synthesis of Mo ( Nz ) z ( dppe ) z has been reported from

MoCls âfld dppe by reduction using sodium amalgam in thft

under a dinitrogen atmosphere.2 s This technique v,IaS

found by Ashwood3 to be superi-or to the previous

syntheses. A crystat structure of ttans-Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z

has been publ-ished,2 6 ( figure 1.3 ) and it is normally

presumed that !,1(Nz)z(dppe)z is isostructural- with the

molybdenum analogue.

I,4 Reaction with RCOCI

The first report of a reaction involving the formation

of a Nz-C bond in a metal dinitrogen complex I^Ias published

in Ig72, when it I^Ias reported that trans-!l(Nz )z (dppe)z

reacted with RCoCl, to yield WClz(NzHCOR) (dppe)''"

This reaction was believed to be thermal-, but it

has been found in this work that in fact the reaction is

photochemically i-nduced (section 2,2.5) . The NzHz and

NzH complexes (described below) can be acetylated j-n the
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c(24) c(2s)

c(

c(2)
c(46)

c

c(44 )

43)

Structure of
T. Uchida, Y
Acta Crgst. ,

c(26) c(11) c(16)
P(1

P(2''

c(13) c(14)

c(12)

c(1)

(41)c
(31

c (32)

l42l

N(t )

c (33)

c(1s)

(1 ',)

c

FIGURE I .3

c( c(34)

tlans- [ Mo (t'], ¡ , (dPPe ) z ] ( f rom
Uchida, M. Hidai and T. Kodama'

r975, 831, 1197 ) .
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dark by acetyì- halides to yield the previously

synthesised tXzM(NZHCOR)(dppe)2 ). This explains why the

reaction between W(Nz)z(dppe)z and RCOCI can occur in the

clark if moisture is Present.
Under such conditions the following reaction

scheme would be exPected to occur.

RCOCI + H2O '+ HCI + RCOOH

ll,'f (N2)2(dppe)zJ + 2HCÌ 
-> 

[C1zW(NzHz)(dppe)z]

lclzw(NzHz ) (dppe)z I -r+ [Clzlrl(NzH) (dppe)z ]-+ H+

RCOC1 * EIz!ù(NzH) (dppe )À-* [Clz!'I(NzHCOR) (dppe) z] + Ct

1.5 Protonation reactions

In IgT2 it was reported20,2 I that M(Nz ) z (dppe) z

(l¡ = Wr Mo) could be protonated by HX to yield coordinated

NzHz (X = C], Br for lrrl; Br for Mo. Hydrogen chl"oride plus

Mo(Ne)z(dppe)z hlas found to yield (MoHzCLz(dppe)z) plus

2r,l 
" ) It u¡as postulated that the grouping Id-N-NH 2 existed

in IWc1 (N 2Hz ) ( dppe ) zl . A crystal structure of

tI/ücl_(N2Hz)(dppe)zl¡prra has shown that this grouping is
present in the salt2s and a structure of

tMo(N zHz)F(dppe) zleF +.CH zCLz has revealed a simil-ar

grouping in this molybdenum hydrazido complex.30

Isotopic substitution (l sNz ând 'H), IFI n.m.r. and
ha".(

infra red spectroscopy b¿s- shown that the form ¡¡-¡¡J=NH

is present in the seven coordinate tl,'iclz (NrHz ) (dppe ) , I . 3 I

The ligand NzHz coul-d not, however, be protonated furthert
the complex n^lcIz (NrHz )(dppe)z I even being recovered from

vüarm concentrated HzSO,r. One proton could be removed (by

mil-d base ) 3 2 to yield the 1i-gand NzH. WX, (NzHz ) (dppe ) z
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is reported to be readily converted to lrlX (NzH ) (dppe ) 2 t the

Mo anaJ-ogue was found to be more sensitive to base and

readily converted under an Nz atmosphere to Mo ( Nz ) z ( dppe ) 2 '

In:-g15Chattetalreportedtheproductionof
ammonia and hyd,razine from cjs-ilü(Nz )z (rnr ¡4 plus sulphuric

acid in thf or methanol (n = a1ky1 or aryl)'33 It is of

some inLerest to ,rát" that aL room temperature this

reaction, when PRs = PMe2Ph is light activated, but occurs

readily at 60oC without activation by light'

In Ig75 it was aLso reported32â that the grouping

NzHs had been isolated in the complex

trans-l¡lcl-s (NHNHz )(PMePhz )2, and 1ed to further postulation

as to the mechanism of protonation of dinitrogen in

complexes of Mo and I/ü to yield ammonia. The possible

mechanisms of these reactions have been discussed, and

the various reactions summarised i-n detail i-n a revie!'I

article bY Chatt. 3 I

It,hasbeensuggestedthattheextentofthe
protonation observed with the various dinitrogen

complexes 1s a resul-t Of the varying electron donating

properties of the coligands in the complex'

1.6 Reaction with alkvl halides

rn:-gT3Diamantisinvestigatedthereactions
between a1kyl hal-ides and ttans-lTI ( Ne ) z (dppe ) z and f ound

that there existed a light catalysecl ?eaction, yielding

the grouping !rI-N=N-R. r This could be readily protonated

to yield I/ü-N-NHR. Various a1ky1- halides hlere found to

yield different groupinBsr these are detailect (figure 1'4) '

George and co-workers had al-so about the same time
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I,,l(Nz)z(dppe)z + MeBr CsH6r [!,igr(NaMe)(dppe)z]

W(Nz)z(dppe)z + EtBr ceHer ll¡ler(lrlrnt)(dppe)z]

CeHe.Thf,W(Nz)z(dPPe)z + t-BuBr IWBr(NzC (CH3 ) s ) (dPPe) z]

tJ(Nz)z(dppe)z + MeBr ![f HBr, [!,rBr(NzcH(cH2 ) 3oH) (dppe)z]Br

FIGURE L4 Reactions between alkyl hal-ides and
lrl(Nz)z(dppe)z reported by Diamantis, Chatt
et al-.1
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reported a similar reactlon involvlng Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z and

alkyl halides. 3 6 fn the tungsten system it vüas found that

in thf solvent when R=Me, X=Br, a green product I^IaS formedt

which has since been found to be a diazobutanol complex

MBr(Nz (CHz ),*OH) (Oppe)z . 2 The butanol- v{as believed to be

derived from the attack of methyl radicals on thft
resulting in butyl radical-s being formed. lrlhen R'

derived from the alkyl halide v¡as l-ess reactive fewer

butyl radical_s l^¿ere produced, some butyl compÌex was

observed !,Jj-th R = ethyl. f f CHzBr2 trrâs used instead of RX

the compound lrlBr(NzCHz )(dppe) zBr v.Ias formed which contains

coordinated, diazomethane, N-N=CHr. 3 q

A crystal structure of !ÙBr(N-NHCHe)(dppe)zBr has

been reported,3s the angles W-N(f)-N(2) and N(I)-N(2)-C

were found to be 174o and ]-2l-o respectively. The bromide

ligand vias found to be xrans to the N-N-CH3 ligand.

Various other similar Structures have been reported t

Some aTe ShoI^In in figure 1.5. 3 6 t 3 7 Comprehensive tables

of structural, electronic Spectralr n.m.r. and infra red

spectral- data have been published. ¡e I

Diazoal_kane complexes have al-so been formed by the

condensation of ketones with t,he grouping !'l-N-NHz r to

yield ¡t=N-N=CR I R 2 and with the grouping I^I-NH-i'üHz to yield

U-NH-N=CR I R2 . The complexes \,üere f ound to yietd secondary

amines and ammonia upon reduction by LiAtHa and hydrazine

and azines upon protonation by HBr (anhydrous ) . 3 I t 3 s

Similar complexes have been prepared from

trans-Mo(Nz)z(dppe) za0 and from cis-Mo(Nz)z (PMezPh) +.al

The novel compounds Mox(N2cHzcooczHs (clppe)z (x = c1,Br,r)
have been pnoduced from trans-Mo(Nz ) z (dppe) z and ethyl

ì
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FIGURE 1.5

c55

c56.

c54

Ot ì,' ì¡rz

NI
2

c1

P1

cl
The structure
MoCI (N2CoPh ) (

Sato et al-.37

P3

c3

P1
l.

of
dppe ) z from

The structure of
MoI(NzCeHr r ) (dppe) z from
Day et al. 3 6

The structure of
ItlBr(NzCMez)(dpPe)
from Chatt et aL7

2
3

(l
5

+
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hal-oacetates (XCHz (CO )OCH2lls ) . I'his reaction is of

particular interest in that normally al-kyl carbon-chlorine

bonds do not add to a metal-Nz rûoiety'a'
The production of ami-nes has previously been

reported to occur upon either reducing MBr (trizn ) (dppe ) z

with LIAIH+ (followed by hydrolysis by MeOH or acid) or by

base distill-ation ár Me" (NzR ) (dppe ) , . u t Both amines and

ammonia were reported bo be produced from MBr(NzR) (dppe)z

(l¿ = Mo, R = Bur CoHrri M = Wr R = Bu)r UpOn Sodium

borohydride reduction aL elevated temperature and

pressure. | +

I.7 Other substitution reac t ions

The dinitrogen coordination site can accept a

number of other ligands; some of these such as ethylene

bind reversibly,rT others bind So strongly that the

parent complex cannot bé reformed. h s

organonitrileshavebeenfoundtoreacLwith
Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z to yleld Mo(Nz)(nCN)(dppe)r.uu lrihen R = Me¡

or Et, the parent complex could be formed by treating the

derlvative by bubbling Nz through a solutionr however,

when R was a substituted benzonitril-e this cor-i-l-d not be

achieved, the benzonitril-e being tightly bound to the

metal- centre. These monodinitrogen complexeS l^iere found

to react vlith benzoyl chloride to give

MoC](NzCOPh) (dppe) z 1n very 1ow yield.
The substitutlon kineti-cs for the reaction of Mo

and I/\i dinitrogen complexes r^rith nitril-es has been studiedr and

it l¡as been shown that for the Lungsten diphos complex t'he

reaction requires 1ight, wh:L1e for the molybdenum diphos
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FIGURE I.6 Struc ture
J. Chatt,
and G. H. D
1975, u_,

of trans-Mo(CNMe) z (dpPe) z. From
. Pombeiro, R.L. Rlchards
ton, J.C.S. Chem. Comm,
og.4 t

A.J.K
. Roys

7 08-T
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compl_ex the reaction occurs by a mechanism involvlng an

initial rate determining dissocj-ative step ' 
q 7

chatt et al- have reported the formation of carbyne

l-ike ligands by protonation of ligating isonitriles and

have produced an X-ray structure of Mo(CNMe)z(dppe)ru"

( figure 1.6 ) , while Leigh and Pickett have studied the

el-ectrochemistry oi organoni-trile dinitrogen complexes of

Mo(N2 )(RCN)(dppe)z and lrl(Nz ) (RCN) (dppe)''ut

Thio]-sandsulphony].hafideshavebeenfoundto
react wit,h Mo(Nz )z accordlng to the following schemeas:

Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z + 2RSH + Mo(SR)z(dppe)z + Hz + 2Nz

Carb,onyldlphoscomplexeshavebeenpreparedby
reacting CO with Mo(Nz)z(dppe),to and by reduction of

!rlC1+ ( dppe ) under CO. In the former case

ttans-Mo ( CO ) z ( dppe ) z is formed initially, this then

isomeri-ses to the cis isomer. s I t s2 Ashwood has isolated

tlans_Mo(CO) z(dppe) z 3 by reacting trans-Mo(Nz) z(dppe) z

with co aL Ooc using visible 11ght catalysis using

techniques developeci in this work' In this work

tlans-W(CO)z(dppe)zhasbeenproducedintheSameWaYl
upon !.¡arming this compou.nd it isomerises to the cis form'

A monod initrogen-monocarbonyl-molybdenum- diphos

complex has been isolated ( formed from dmf plus

l,lo(N, ), (dppe)z under nitrogen) . s 3 This mixed complex can

also be formed from Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z in refluxing benzene

containing benzyl propionate and can in turn be used to

produce the five coordinate MoCO ( dppe ) , 'uu
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1. B Reviews of metal dinitro en complex c hemi- s t rv

The general field of metal dinitrogen complexes

has been the subject of a number of reviews which have

covered; preparation and properties, s s bonding of N z Lo

transition metals, s 6 molecular orbital- cal-cuLation, s 7

and formation of N;C bonds. s I

Others have considered the mechanism of nucleophilic

ai-l-ack on coordinated Nr,ts the relationship between

structural factors and redox potentials of dinitrogen

complexes60 and the binding of N2 hydrides to molybdenum'6t

1.9 Mechanism of reaction of M(Nz)z( dppe ) z with al-kvl-

halides

The nature of the mechanism of the reaction between

M(Nz)z(dppe)zandalkylhalideshasbeenthesubjectof
much speculation, some based on purely theoretical-

beliefs,62 other based. on solid experimental- evidence'63

Budge62a has elaborated upon a theory due to

Feltham62b and suggested a halide catalysed mechanism

(figure I.7) for the reaction of M(Nz)z(dppe)z with acyl

hal-ides and HBr. He al-so suggested that the light

catalysed reaction of M (Nz ) z (dppe ) z wilh CHzBr2 occul"s

via a charge transfer from metal- to 1Ígand ( involving two

electrons) resul-ting in the formation of a M(II) centre

which t,hen undergoeS an increase in coordination number

from 6 Lo 7 . This results in coordination of BtcH2Br.

Meta} assisted bond cleavage and ligand migration then

occur, and result in the grouping Brl'lNzCHzBr' The

terminaL Br i.s then elimi-nated, to yield the diazomethane

ligand.
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A similar mechanism was afso suggested for the

formation of the tungsten diazobutanol- complex (figure 1.8) r

however, for reasons discussed below this would appear

un1ike]y, and the more probable mechanism is a variant of

that suggested bY Chatt.6 3 t 6 r+

A charge transfer mechanism has also been suggested

by George. 6 s

Chatt63,6+ has drawn together preparative results

and e.s.r. studies of the reaction of M(Nz)z(dppe)z with

RX, and suggested the mechanism below'

M(Nz)2(dppe)z

I
a

Þ*

I

I
,l

t

,
i

!

I

i

(Rx)M(Nz ) (dppe) z

I
xM(Nr)(dpPe)z + R

XM(NzR)(dppe)z

The following observaLions l/üere made63:

(l) Light is required in the tungsten system, not in the

molybdenum.

lZ) Redox potenti-als for Mo(Nr)2 (dppe) z and'ü'l(Nz)z(dppe)z

are si-mil-ar.
(3) Charge transfer speclra for Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z and

lrl(Nz)z(dPPe)z are simil-ar, '

(41 Reaction in thf with a 100 fo]d excess of alkyl halide

is pseudo first order in M(Nz)z(dppe)r'n

The 1
order
react
propo

ight catalysed reaction tends to appear first
6ucau=e IâU= decreases during the process of the

ion, thus ¿ñé rate (equal to IabsQ) decreases
rtiónately to the amount of complex used'
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(B)

(e)

(10 )

( 11)

(]-2)

one mole of Nz is evolved whether the reaction is

carried out under Nz or argon.

The observed rates are sensibly independent of R '

for Me, Et or Bu.

The CO substitution
M(Nz)2(dppe)z + ZQO ¡ M(C0)z(dppe)z + 2Nz

requires light acti-vation for Wr not for Mo.*

tuNr/ttN, isotope exchange occurs slowly in the

diffuse daylight for Mo, but not W.'ß

The kinetics of
Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z + PhCN -+ Mo(Nz)(PhCN)(dppe)z + Nz

are typ,ical of dissoci-atlve mechanism.

hrhen R' is highly reacti-ve it can react with thf t

when not very reactive Rz can form.

R. can be trapped using nitrosodurene and observed

by e.s.r.
6-8r-hexene reacts with M(Nz )z (dppe)z to yield

1,5 cyclised ligand in the comPlex

occur in total darkness t
molybdenum

I
I

Ì'

,l
I
I

ll

i
t

I
I

BrM(NzCHz H(CHz) z Hz)(dppe)2.

(13) The radical 'BrCH.CH.Br has been observed in the

reaction of BrCH zCHzBr with Mo ( Nz ) z ( dppe ) z .

Further discussionGa of these polnts has been

published and rates of the reactÍon of Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z

with various substrates in the dark determined. All

rates were found to l-ie around k = 1.3 t .2 x lO-'t sec-l
(200c).

The Mo
for tun
Rate G

exchange reaclion wil-1
gsten Rate cc IabsÔr for
(kx + IrpsÖ).
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In general, the results obtained by chatt et al- anci

the conclusion drawnr are in accord with this work, except

that in this work an initial reLease of two dinitrogen

ligands is postulated fol-lowed by a rapid uptake of one

Nz groupr e.8.

t'l(Nz )z (dppe)z "-q> l¡{(dppe)z '-} W(Nz )(dppe)z

From this stage on the mechanism is befieved to be

identical to that shown above.

Carter66 has studied the U.V./visible spectra of

Mo ( Nz ) z ( dppe ) z and has reached conclusions sensibly in

agreement with those reached in this work and by Ashwood ' 
3

Carter assígned the absorbance in the far U.V. to

intra-ligand bands, the peak at' Câ, 300 nm to M..-+Nz

charge transfer, and the envelope trailing into the

visible to d-d and MLCT bands. These resul-ts were

sensibly in accord with those reported by Caruana and

Kisch. 7 2

1.10 Pho tochemi s tnv of inorganic comp l-exes

The photochemistry of inorganic complexes has been

the subject of a number of reviews,6T the photochemistry

of complexes of the heavier transition metals has also

been discussed. 6I l^lrightonG s has reviewed the

photochemistry of metal- carbonyls, the field is

interesting j.n some of the similarities to the

photochemistry of metal dinitrogen complexes. He has also

considered mechanistic aspects of the photochemlcal-

reactions, of coordination compounds. T 0 The monograph by

Balzaní7 L has been used extensively for references 1n this

work.
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of photochemical reactions is discussed

hovuever, a few concepts are discussed
The

in chapter

below.

The rate of a photochemical reaction is governed

purely by the number of quanta of light absorbedt

multiplied by Q, the quantum yie1d. Quantum yield simply

reflects the probaóility of an excited species (which has

absorbed light) reacting. The quantum yield for a reaction

aL any i,\ravelength is normally independent of factors such

as light intensity, although P or T changes may change O.tt

Photochemical reactiorU of metal- complexes fal-l- into

a number of cl-asses ( 1 ) Photosolvolysis (2) photoreduction

( of metal centre ) ( 3 ) photooxidatj-on ( of metal centre )

(4) photooxidation (of metal complex, concomitant with

photoreduction of solvent ) . The type of reaction which

occurs can be influenced by the type of transition which

is i-nduced by absorption of light.
fn this work the reactions observed gene.rally

appear to involve d-d transj-tions which result in loss of

ligands, probably foll-owed by solvolysis. Such reactions

have been observed in many metal complexes, such as in

metal- hexacarbonyls, M(CO)o hv' M(CO)s + co'6e

The test as to whether a reacti-on is photochemlcal

or thermal- is sirnply to i-solate the reaction system from

1ight, and compare the raLe observed with that observed

in the 1ight. Three possible cases can occur:

(1) photochemical- reaction, no thermal reaction'
Rate cc fabsO.

(2) Thermal- reactionr ho photochemicaf reaction'
Rate cc kr [A]. (First order reactions)
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(3) Thermal reaction plus photochemical reaction.

Rateckr[A] +Iabs0.
In this work both cases 1 and 3 have been observed,

as well as the usually encountered case 2 '

lrl(Nz) z (dppe) z undergoes the reaction

tl(Nz)z(dPPe)"- lÙ(dPPe)z + ZNz

only in the 1ight, while the reaction

Mo(Nef OOo")z..-...+ Mo(dppe)z(Nz)z-x r- xNz

occurs in the dark, but is accelerated by visible light

irradiati-on.3 Concfusive evidence of the photochemical

nature of bpth the Mo and I¡l reactions has been achieved

using the technique of flash photolysis'
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2,I Pre ara t ion and characterisation of trnl N d

2 1.1 Preparation

Various syntheses of trans-Ejs(dinitrogen)-
.bis (bisdiphenylphosphinoethane ) tungsten (0 ) have been

reported in the literature. t t't t It vras found that the

reaction of lrlCl + ( dppe ) with dppe, N2 and sodium amalgam

(ca. 2%) readily yielded the orange bis-(dinitrogen)

bis-(diphos) complex, however it had been reported that

magnesium will- reduce wcl,+ (dppe) in a more convenient

synthesis.2 This was achieved in this work provided

that strictly anaerobic and moisture free conditions

$rere used. ' If the reaction mixture became contaminated

hrith water or air the principal product was a ye11ow

compound postulated to be I¡¡ cI, z(dppe)o The following

method bras used to prepare !'l(Nz )2 (dppe)2. I¡ü(Cl)+ (dppe)

!üas prepared by the standard procedure from lriC15 ¡ 
2 and

dried thoroughly in vacuo. This product ("a. 10 g. ) '¡¡as

placed in a two l-itre fl-ask with Mg (ca, 15 8')t
dppe (ca. 6 g. ) and a magnetlc stirrer. The fl-ask !üas

evacuated using a rotary vacuum pump with a liquid

nitrogen trap for approximatety 30 minutes r while

attached to the solvent stll-1. Dry r freshly distill-ed

thf (dinitrogen saturated, ca , 2OO cm3. ) I^tas introduced

into the flask, and the flask filled with dlnitrogen and

removed from the sti1l. A flow of dry high purity

dinitrogen vüaS maintained through the reacti-on vessel-

whil-e the mixture was stirred vigorously for approximately

3 hours. occasionally a small- crystal of iodine was

added to start the reactÍon, however, this vfas not
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normal-ly needed. The resul-ting dark red/ brown solution was

fil-tered, and orange crystal-s of the product recovered by

condensing the mother liquor to 50% of the original vol-ume

and cooling overnight at ci-rca 20C, This crude product l¡ras

recrystatlised from thf to a constant extinction coefficient
at 29T nm. Normally three crystallisations vüere sufficient.

2.r, 2 Soectral- properties

(i) Electronic and vibrational

The infra red spectrum which was dominated by

v (N-N )asy aL ,gtÊ:!7^2r 1 rigure 2.r.r) vüas round to be

consisteát with that reported in the l-iterature. The

symmetry forbidden v(N-N)sr* was al-so observed al 2OOO cm-r

as a very weak broad signal.
It vüas found that provided strictly oxygen and

moisLure free conditions were used sol-utions sufficient-ì-y

ditute to enable ul-tra-viol-et spectra to be determined

coul-d be prepared and handled in the light. The

U. V. /vÍsibl-e spectrum obtained is shown ( f igure 2,I.2) ,

The absorption between 2l-0 and 260 nm wlth

e i 6 x l-O'* mol-- 1 dm- r v¡as observed in all
,bis(bisdiphenylphosphinoethane) complexes of tungsten

studied in this work, and also in dppe al-one, and was

therefore bel-ieved to involve intra-l-igand transition
with possibly some contribution from charge Lransfer

between ligand and the metal- centre.
It vùas f ound LhaL during reactions of W (Nz ) z (dppe ) z

the intensity of absorption aL 297 nm declined aL the same

rate as the v(N-N)u"y* stretch aL 1950 cm-t in the
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infra red spectrum. This absorption was not observed 1n

the Spectra of other tungsten diphos complexes, and was

therefore believed to involve M--!N 2 charge transf er.

This absorption had e = 3.I x l-04 cm-I dm3 mol-t . Metal-

dinitrogen charge transfer bands have previously been

observed in the u.v. spectrum of metal dinitrogen

complexes; for example at 2OB nm in t (lrlUs )sOsN zlQl","
(e = 2,5 t .3 x 1O'r cm-l dm3 mol-l ).

The broad plateau observed between 330 and 52O nm

1,¡aS present in most dppe complexes of tungstenr however,

it vlas generally much less intense unl-ess one other ligand

contained a mu1t,iply bonded diniLrogen group ( e. g. !,1-N=N-R

complexes ) . The extinction coefficient was found to

decrease upon protonating the ligand. A possible explanation

is that this plateau iniolved both d-d transÍtion at the

tungsten centre and metal to ligand charge transfer.
Ashwooda and Georges have shown that the related

complex Mo (N, ) 2 ( dppe ) z has a very simi-l-ar spectrum, with

¡4----+\12 charge transfer al 308 nm.

(ri ) N.M.R. Spectra

A 90 Ty,Hz pulsed fourier transform 1H n.m.r. spectrum

(fig. 2.I.3) revealed aromatic signals assigned to dppe

and aliphatic signals due to the ethane bridge in the

phosphine ligand. The integrals for the two areas were in

the ratios 5,I : 1.0 (Expected 5 : l).
A 36.435 MHz p.f.t. 3rP n.m.r. spectrum of a

solution of irrl(Nz)z(dppe)z in CeDe revealed a singlet' The

chemical shift of this singlet vras not measured. A

67.8g MHz p.f.t. 13C n.m.r. spectrum of a solution of

.i

t

ù

l;'

Ä''jl

t1
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FIGURE 2.I.3 90 MHz rH nmr spectrum of ttans-[!ü(Nz)z(dppe)z] in CsDs'
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w(Nz )z (dppe)z in coDo (fig. 2.I.4) revealed signals due to

the carbons in the phenyJ- rings and in the ethane bridge

of the phosphine ligand. Both phenyl carbon atoms and the

bridging carbon atoms experi-ence splitting due to coupling

with phosphorus, The bridging ethane carbons give a

deceptively si[rp1e spectrum, which ]-ooks l-ike a classic

triplet, but is in fac| the result of tJP-C, tJP-C-C and

,Jp-W-p-C. This type of anomalous spectrum has been

reported previously for lH n.m.r. spectra of complexes of

dppe. '

2 1.3 Chemical P noperties

lrl( Nz ) z (dppe ) z i-s an ttlB electronrt diamagnetic t

orange coloured complex which is moderately stabl-e and

insensitive to air or moi-sture when in the solid state,

unl-ess exPosed to intense light'
Thecomplexisprobablyisostructuralwith

Mo (N 
"¡ ,(d,ppe) z ? ( f ig , 2.r '5) since they have simil-ar

vibrational-, electronic and nuclear magnetic resonance

spectra and chemj-cal- and electrochemical- properties.s

Ashasbeendiscussed,thecomplexreactswith
alkyl bromides to yield diazenido complexes t acyl-

chl_orides to yield acy]azo complexes and as is discussed

below,avarietyofothersma]-lmoleculestoyield
substitution products where the dinitrogen tigands (or

J-igand ) have been replaced. (Tab1e 2 'I)
Diamantis, whi].e aL the Unlversity of SusSex ' had

noted that a solution of ,5 g. of the dinitrogen compl-ex

in ca, 50 mls. of thf was stable under irradiation by a

100 watt tungsten fil-ament lamp for 3 hours; accordingly

I
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FIGURE 2,I.4 67,gg MHz 13C nmr spectrum of trans-t'r/'l(Nz)e(dppe)zl in coDe .
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Tabl-e 2.I.1

Reactant, condi¡1e¡5(b)

Nz saturated thf solutie¡(c)
Nz saturated benzene solution
Ar saturated thf solutlon
Vacuum, thf solution
ttN", rnf solution of lrl(1+Nz)z(dppe)z

1+Nz, thf solution of hl(rsNz)z(dppe)z

CO aLmosphere, benzene sol-ution

C0 atmosphere, thf solution
Hz atmosphere, benzene solution
Hz atmosphere, thf solution
Nz0 atmosphere, thf solution
N0 atmosphere, thf solution
CzH+ atmosphere, thf sol-ution

under a variet v conditions at 30oC.of

Reactions ou"""u"o6)
ca. 5% decomposrrron in 3 hours

cã, 6% decomposition in 3 hours

r k(d) fo" decomPosition 2 hours

E4 for decomposition 2 hours

I'l( rsNz) z(dppe) zr hl( IsNz) ( rhNz)dppe

isolated after 2 hours

no reaction observed (in dark)

tg ca. 45 minutes for conversion

to t-l¡l(C0)z(dppe)z

l4 cã., 40 minutes for conversion

to 1¡l(H)4(dppe)2

E4 ca. 50 -minutes
L4 ca. 50 minutes

th ca. 60 minutes

plus Ilü( tt+¡2) 2(dppe),

Reactions of W N D ô .), ), (do

.Þ
\-rì



Table 2.I.I (Continued )

Reactions observed(a)Reactant, conditions ( b )

2, 2-bromomethylpropaner thf solution
2-bromobutane, thf solution

l-bromobutane r thf solution
6-bromohexener CeHs solution

CHeCOCl, thf solution
PMeg, thf solution
PMe2Ph, thf solution
PHBu z

HzO, thf solution

t-r, ca.

l2 ca.

14 cã,

t'4 Cë!,

minutes

minutes

minútes

formation
formation

formation

45

45

50

of BrlfNN-C- (CHs ) s

of Br!,1( NN-CH-CHz-CHs )
CHs

of BrlrlNN- (CH, ) 3-CHa

50 minutes for formation of,

Hz Hz

BrlüNN-C-C
Hz

Hz Hz

E4 cã. 55 minutes formation of BrtüNNCOCH3

14 cã, 55 minutes

Lh cã. 50 minutes

slow reacti-on (82 6 hours) in lightr ho reaction
in dark

f4 for decomposition ca. 25 minutes
à'
o\



Reactant, conditleps ( b )

air, atmosphere, thf solution
HBr, thf solution

Table 2.1.I (Continued)

Reacti-ons obs""Ye¿ (a )

Ek for decomposition ca. 20 minutes

Immed j-ate formation of fnrwUzHz (dppe )
-*4 i" the dark

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

For all reactants other than acid no reaction was observed in the dark, the reactions

described above occurred under irradiation by two 100 lriatt tungsten fllament lamps aE a

distance of ca. 60 cm from the reaction vessel.

Typically .4 g. l¡tr(Nz )z (dppe)z in 60 cm3 of solvent.

A1l gases used lrere flowing slowly over the soLution during the reaction, except ttNt.

Lh refers to the time for the concentratlon of tr{(Nz)z(dppe)z to falI to half the initial-

concentrati-on.
(e) This reaction has been neported to occur without Iight, however, in the complete absence of

moisture, light is definitely required to cause the reaction to occur-
Þ
--ì
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initially the test of reproducing this result üias used as

one of the criteria for purity of the complex '

It r^¡as found ivhaL this coul-d be achieved provided

that air and moisture v¡ere excl-uded from the sol-ution

effectively, and therefore reaction vessels used in this

work !,¡ere thoroughly dried by pumping down (after al-L

non vol-atil-e sol-ids had been added ) while attached to the

solvent sti]1.

2 2.I Reactions of I¡l(Nz)z(dppe)z wilh small molecul-es

Reactions between W(Nz)z(dppe)z in soLution and

various specles blere studied initially by measurÍng the
)

intensity of the v(N-N)."y* infra red signal in solution.

Approximately .5 g. of lrl (Nz ) z (dppe ) z v'Ias dissolved in
ca. 50 .r3 . of dry solvent in a round bottomed sch1enck

fl-ask and stirred magneticall-y and some reactant added.

The rate of the reaction was observed in the presence of

light and the absence of a dark reaction was confirmed i-n

each case. The results of Such studies with a range of

reactant and a variety of conditions are given in table

z.LI. It ùras found that in the majority of these

reactions l, depended on two factors, (a) the amount of

w(Nz ) 2 (dppe) z present, and (b) the intensity of light.

Upon increasing the amount of i¡i(Nz)z(dppe)z the Lh increased

aS a l-inear function of the maSS, ( or number of moles )

present. The rar,e of the reaction increased as the

irradiating light intensity increased, and decreased to

very cl-ose to zero in the dark. These observations

suggested that the raLe of the reaction was control-l-ed

by the rate of absorption of photons by !I(Nz)z(dppe)z in
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Solution. Since visible light v\tas used in these reactj-ons

and the other reactants were colourless r the obvious

inference v\ras that ltl (Nz ) z (dppe ) z was the species involved

in the photochemical step, since t?on1y radiations which

are absorbed by the reacting system can be effective in

producing chemical- changetf . s

The results shol^r that a general cLass of

photochemlcal- reactions of Irrl(Nz)z(dppe)z exists, and Lþ,aE

the photochemical reactions of W(Nz)z(dppe)z present a

convenient synthetic technique, yielding compounds such

as trans-!ü(CO) z(dppe)z and Brl¡/(NzR) (dppe) z.

The reaction conditions used, characterisation of

the products of the reactions and the significance of

these reactions is discussed be1ow.

2,2.2 Stabilitv under Nz Ar and vacuum

It vüas found that solutions in dry oxygen free

solvent saturated with dinitrogen were stabl-e for a number

of houns under a high flux of light (e.g. when 4 x l-0-6

mol-es I^Iere exposed to ca , 1O- I Eins tein/second ) ' 
*

However, when the Solutions were irradiated under dryt

high purity argon or in vacuo the complex decomposed.

This was interpreted as signifying the existence of a

photostationary state invoJ-ving the l-abil-isation and

reattachment of aL least one dinitrogen ligand upon

j-rradiati-on bY visil¡1e light.

l,,l(Nz)z(dppe)z I,tr(Nz) z-x(dppe)z + xNz

åÊ Except rnrhen the sol-vent contained a react,ive group;
such as CHzCf z oY' CHCÌs.
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In the presence of solvated dinitrogen the reverse

reaction was facilitated , but when I Nz ] solv I^Ias 1ow, as ]'Ias

the case when the solution bIaS under argon or in Vacuo, the

reverse reaction l^iaS slowed downr allowing the intermediate

to react with any other species in the solution. lt was

found that if dinitrogen hlas reintroduced lnto a vessel

containing a solution under argon or in vacuo, whi-ch had

been irradiated, no increase in the v(N-N)""y* occurred,

that is, the intermediate was short lived (lifetime l-ess than

ca. 1 minute). It was found that traces of moisture or

aír could cause sol-utions under dinitrogen to decompose

when irradiated, thus water and oxygen probably inhibit
the reverse reaction by reacting with the active
intermediate. Solutions were found not to be as

sensitive to aír or moisture in the absence of light.

2.2,3 Reaction s with isotooi-call-v 1abe11e d din i troEen

Irradiation of a sol-ution ofl W(Nz)z(dppe)z under

an atmosphere of ttN, (48% tuN-ttN; 6% IsN-IqN; 46% t+¡¡-ttt¡¡

resulted in the appearance of 3 neI^I bands in the infra red

spectrum in the region 22OO to IBOO cm-r, and an increase in
the intensity of the (forbidden) v(N-N)"r* band (f1g. 2,2.I).
The new bands were observed aE LgO4, l-BB5 and 1986 cfl-1,

and were assigned to v(N-N)""y* for hI(lsNz)(ruttlr)(dppe)zr

v(N-N)asy* for !ü(t uNz )z (dppe)z and v(N-N)"y* for
l,ü(t tNz )(tuN, )(dppe)z.

The shift in frequency caused by isotopic
substitution can be approximated by vz = l)rx,ÑÑ,
however this ru]e is known to break down for
unsymmetrically label-l-ed compJ-exes. l0 (That is,
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unsymmetric with respect to the mode of the vibnation

being considered,) Similarì-y, for a symmetric substitution
the intensity of the absorption of the substituted product

is very simil-ar to that of the unsubstituted compound,

holuever, a change in symmetry upon labe11ing changes the

intensity of the absorption bands. Thus when irl(Nz)z(dppe)z

is substituted by two t tN, ligands, the expected
5/--v(N-N)""y* is \z = !948*,ffi7æ = 1882 cm-r. The intensity

of this band woul-d be expected to be similar to that for

v(N-N)""y* in lrl( 1+Nz )z (dppe)2. This agrees with the

observed change in the spectrum upon Ìabell-ing.

The yery weak v ( N-N ) 
"yr 

which occurs at 2OOO cm- I

in the unlabel-1ed compJ-ex would be expected to shift to

Ig32 cm-I in the doubly l-abel-Ied complex: a shoulder was

observed at ca, lg2o cm-t in samples of labelled
dinitrogen complex containing considerabLe quantities of

W(t sNz )z (dppe)2. The stretch at 1986 cm-r vúas assigned to

v(N-N)"y* in li'l(rtNz)(tuNr)(dppe)z for the foJ-lowing

reasons:
(a) It was observed in samples which had considerabLe

quantiti-es of (ttNz)!ü(ruNr)(dppe)z as judged by the

relative intensities of the v(N-N)""y* signals.
(b ) As mentioned above, unsymmetrical l-abel-l-ing can l-ead

to the breakdown of the selection rules ttforbiddingtt

the symmetric stretch.
(c) This band I^Ias not present in a sample which hlas

reacted with a 90% I sN-1 sN atmosphere in three

separate exposures. This procedure minimlsed the

effect of dilution of ttN, by tuNz from the complex'
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(c) (Continued)

and led to a very high percentage yield of
( ruNz) z:vi'(dppe)2, and very lj.ttle ht( lsNz) (t*Nr) (dppe)2.

2.2.4 Reactions with gaseous molecules other than Nz.

(i) Carbon Monoxide

I¡rlhen solutions of !'l (Nz ) z (dppe ) z r^iere irradiated
with visible libht under an atmosphere of carbon monoxide,

an orange/yel-l-ow product hras formed ' which turned canary

yelIow with time. The infra red spectrum of the sol-ution

changed during the course of the reaction as shown in
figure 2,2.?, Initially the v(N-N)u"y* signal aL l-945 cm-I

decreased and a new infra red stretch aL 1815 cm- r

appeared. During the course of the reaction the intensity
of the Ig45 cm-r stretch decreased continuously, while the

peak al 1815 cm-r grew to maximum, and then decreased to

ze?o intensity after ca. 4 hours (35"C). The other

infra red bands developed in the specLrum during this
time, aL IT}O cm-r, and 1857 cm-r. At the end of the

reaction the bands at ITTO cm-r, and l-857 cm-r i^rere the

only signals in the region 1600 to 25OO cm-r. This final-

infra red spectrum is consistent with that of the known

cis-lrl(CO)z(dppe )z.l The observed reaction was interpreted
thus:

trans-hl(Nz ) z (dppe) z trans-W(C0)z(dppe)z

lo
.1.

cis-W(C0)z(dppe)z
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trans- [llü (Nz ) z (dppe ) z ]
light irradiatÍon.
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The proposed scheme was confirmed by irradiating
lrl(Nz)2(dppe)z under a C0 atmosphere aL ca. -5oC in thf t

benzene or toluene. This enabl-ed the solid
trans-I,tr(C0) z (dppe) z Lo be isolated.

The infra red spectrum of the cis carbonyl complex

in KBr was examined in the range 4OOO 250 cm- t ( fig.

2.2,3), The peaks at Ig57 cm-t and 1790 cm-t were

assigned to v(C=0)""y* und v(C=0)"r* respectively. The

peak observed aL 1815 cm-r during the course of the

reaction and in the producl isoLated aT' 0oC vras assigned

to v(C=0)rry* in the trans carbonyl species. The symmetry

forbidden Vf C=0)"r* for the ttans isomer I^Ias not observed.

A mass spectrum of the cis i-somer was obtained, and

reveal-ed a molecul-ar ion centred aL 1036 which exhibited
the sp1Ítting patterns expected for the isotopes of
tungsten and carbon in a complex containing one tungsten

and fifty four carbon atoms (Appendix B). Peaks vüere

also observed aL 1O08 tl^l(CO)(dppe)z+l and 9BO [],ü(dppe)r+),

Considerable quantlLies of C0 (28 ) I^rere aLso observed.

U. V. /vísible spectrum of the trans complex vuas

obtained in t,hf sol-ution (ffg, 2,2.4't under anaerobic

conditions. The usuaL tungsten-diphos absorptions were

observed between 200 and 250 nm. No peak si-milar to the

M(d)*Nz (n*) ch.ç.rge transfer observed in I,,l(Nz )z (dppe)z

vüas detected.
Although cjs-W( C0) z ( dppe ) z has been isolated

previouslyl this reaction is of some interest in two

related respects (a) the abillty to use photochemical

reactions to attain a geometri-cal isomer which is
thcrrnodynamicall-y unfavourable and (b) the retention of
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the trans configuration during the course of the

photochemical reaction. The isomerisation of the ttans

carbonyl to the cis isomer can be explained by conventiona]

rT acceptor/donor theory in that C0 is a stronger o.donor

and r acceptor than is Nz I thus although t,wo Nz ligands

trans are not mutually destabil-ised compared to Nz t-rans

to dppe, the trlns CO complex is less stable than the

complex with CO 1-rans to phosphine. r I

rl_ Dih dro en H

It vlas found that dihydrogen could undergo a

reaction catalysed by visible 1j-ght with W(Ne )2 (dppe)z in

thf or benzene sol-ution to yield a ye11ow mi-crocrystal-ine

substance. An infra red spectrum of the product

(fig. 2,2,5) contained signals which could be assigned

to dppe coordinated to tungsten, except for a broad

stretch aL 1890 cm-r. This wave]ength is typical of

v(hl-H/: A go MHz 1H n.m.r. spectrum, (fig, 2,2,6)

reveal-ed signals due to the aromatic group and the

bridging -CHz-CHz- of the dppe ligand and a weak, broad

upfield signal aL ca, '4 p.p.m. This upfield resonance

was assigned to hydrÍde, and the complex tentaLively
f ormulated as I/ü (H )n (dppe ) z . (n = 2 or 4) . Further

evidence i^tas obtained f rom a 36 ,43 MHz 3 I P n. m. r .

spectrum which exhibited only one resonance which v'Ias

partially split by tJrukW-3rp (fig, 2.2.7). The central

resonance represented 86% of the complex present (with

tungsten isotopes other than I8+hl). The superimposed

doublet represented the I4% of the complex with rBk¡¡.

tJrr+i,ü_3tp = Bl- ! 2 Hz. This spectrum indicates that all
four phosphorous atoms in the complex Liere equivaJ-ent.
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hl(H).^(dppe)z (n = 2 or 4) has been reported in the
n

fiterature as having a broad upfield signal due to hydride

1n the lH n.m.r. spectrum.l2 Previously this compound has

been synthesised from WCI-,+ (dppe) t or XzW(NzHz )(dppe)z 2

(X = Cl, Br) r thus:

I¡trCIq(dppc)
Hz rMB hI(H) (dppe)zdppe, th n

Xz!'l (Nz Hz ) ( dppe ) z NaBHa, Ar I'l (H ) (dppe)z
EIOH n

Ful-l spectral data for this compound had not at that stage,

been published. The U.V. /visible spectrum of the yellow

product exhibited the usual metat-diphos charge transfer
peaks aL 2OO to 250 nm. The plateau of absorbance

normally observed in dppe complexes between 300 nm and

450 nm was very weak. In order to confirm that this
compound I^Ias as formutated, and not a dppe bridged

species arising from labilisation of phosphine by light
excitation a crystal and mol-ecular structure study vüas

undertaken. (See Appendix A). Although only 7 phenyl

rings could be located, and the final R value v,/as .I2, the

partiaJ- structure proposed is chemically reasonabl-e

(figure 2.2,9), The hydride ligands coul-d not be found

(at the R val-ue obtained any attempt at positioning the

hydride ligands woul-d have been meaningless ) , but the

dppe ligands al-l-ow room for hydride to coordj-uate to the

metal centre. No atorns other than phosphorus !'/ere found

within coordination sphere. The structure suggested is
quite simil-ar to that found by Guggenberger for
H+Mo(IV)(P0zCHs)+.t3 -
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Both the hydride and carbonyl formation reactions

can be readily explained using the scheme of section 2.2,2.
The scheme couLd be expanded thus:

!,t(Nz )z (dppe)z î=!y"-- !,i(Nz ) ( z-x¡ (dppe)z + xNz

(Nz ) (z-x)lt(L)x (dppe)z

The formation of mixed carbonyì-/dinitrogen or

hydride/dinitrogen complexes would be expected if only
I

one dinitrogen ligand lras exchanged, however, such mixed

complexes mpy be unstable, and could perhaps react

further to form the bis carbonyl or teLra hydride

complexes, via a thermally activated mechanism. However,

the stability of the compound Mo(CO)(Nz)(dppe)"" argues

against this point, and so the appearance of a bis

carbonyl complex would appear to support the hypothesis

that both Nz ligands are Lost from the coordination

sphere upon irradiation.

(1111 Nitrous oxide. NzO

Nitrous oxide complexes have been observed with
Ru(II) r t (nä3 ) 5RuN zO)'*("0) is formed from I (NU¡ ) sRuOH rl'* (aq)

and NzO in aqueous soLution.rs This complex then decomposes

to yield t (tlUg )sRuN zl2+ ("q) . The use of r sN-r +N-O and

l4N-ttN-o has al-lowed the formation of endo and exo

labe1l-ed t (irlHs )sRuN rf '-' (aq), both of which undergo

rotation of the lJz ligand to yield, finally, mixtures of
endo and exo l-abelled complex. I 6 ' t 7 It !üas of some

interest to attempt to prepare the bís (nitrous oxide)

f'

I
I'

xL
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bis (diphos) tungsten complex in order to endo or exo

label the bis (dinitrogen) tungsten complex and study lhe

rotation of the dinitrogen ligand in this compound.

Dry, oxygen free NzO was introduced into a vessel

containing a thf solution of l¡rl (Nz ) z (dppe ) z . The reaction

was monitored by taking infra red spectra of aliquots
withdrawn f rom the reaction vessel. It I¡IaS found that

while the reaction vessel was kept in the dark no react|on

occurred, upon irradiating with visible light the intensityof
v(N-N)""y, decreased. An intense peak observed i-n the

solution infra red spectrum aL ca. 2230 cm-r was

assigned to, v (Nz0 ) dissolved in thf as it I^Ias also present

in a spectrum of NzO in thf alone. A weak absorbance at
cã, 2560 cm-r suggested that a small quantity of NzO

complex was present, however r ho such complex coul-d be

isolated. The product isolated had spectra and analysis

consistent with dppe oxide plus !rl0s. This seemed to

indicate that an Nz0 complex ?üas formed but decomposed

in a v¡ay which led to oxidation of the dppe ligand. It
was of interest that this oxidation of ligand did not

occur until after irradiation of the complex by visible
light, suggesting i.,hat' possibly a mechanism such as

depicted below was involved.

I

(NzO )W (N z) 1z-y¡ (dppe ) z
I

v
oxidation products.
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( iv ) Nitric 0xi-de. N0

An attempt was made to produce a nit,rosyl
bis (diphos) tungsten complex from the bis dinitrogen

complex. A thf solution of !'i(Nz )z (dppe)z was reacted

with oxygen and moisture free nitric oxide. No

appreciable reaction was observed over ninety minutes

at 35oC when the reaction mixture I^Ias kept in the dark.

upon irradiating the solution with visibl-e light the

complex reacted with N0, the reaction being essentially
complete after thirty minutes. However I oo product could

be isol-ated with a v(N-0) band in the infra red spectrumt

nor r^¡as a v,(N-O) band observed in the solution spectrum

during the reaction. Thus, i-f an N0 complex vlas formed

it must have rapldlY decomPosed.

(v) Ethv lene. CzH,*

An ethyl-ene öis(dppe) complex of molybdenum has

been reported as being formed from Mo ( II ) ( acac ) 2 r dppe

and Al-Et 3 under argon in toluene aS sol-vent. I I It vüas

further reported that this complex could react
(reversibly), with Ilz to yiel-d Mo(Nz)z(dppe)2. It seemed

reasonable therefore that lrl (Nz ) z (dppe ) z coul-d react with

CzH,* in a photochemical- reaction t'o form an analogous

ethylene tungsten complex. It hlas also of interest to

note that the molybdenum ethylene complex coul-d react

thermally with ArX or RX to yield MoXz(dppe)r. tt

Mo(CzH+)(dppe)z ArX'RX' MoXz(dppe)z
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This suggests that a mechanism such as depicted þelow

occurs, With metal- assisted R-X bond cleavage occurring

in a similar I¡Jay to the mechanism suggested for the

reaction of i¡l (Nz ) z (dppe ) z with RX. 2 0

Mo(CzH+)(dppe)z ppe)z(solv) + CzH+Mo(d

RXI
I

(Rx )

I
R. +

I
*R

Mo(dppe)z

XMo(dppe)z

In an attemþt to prepare a tungsten ethylene complex a

solution of ill(Nz)z(dppe)z was saturated with CzH+, and the

reaction rate monitored using the sol-ution infra red

spectra of aliquots withdrawn during the course of the

reaction. It hIaS found that no reaction occurred afLer

severaL hours in the dark. Upon irradiating with visible
light the intensity of the v(N-N) stret,ch decreased

rapidly, and a pale cream coloured compound was isoLated.

However, lhere üias no indication in the infra red or

n.m.r. spectra of the presence of coordinated CzH+,

merely signals which coul-d be assigned to dppe.

2.2.5 Reaction with Alkvl and Acvl Halides

(i) Butvl Bromides

Three butyl bromides were used in this work t

. 1-bfOmObUtane ¡ 2-bromobutane r and 2,Z-bromomethylpropane

( tertiary butyl bromide ) . All three resulted 1n formation

of simil-ar products when mixed with a sol-ution of
lri(Nz ) , (dppe ) z and irradiated by visible 1ight. i'lo

2
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reaction !üas observed in the dark. The rate of the

preparative reaction was found to increase linearly with

light intensity.o These reactions which have been

reported2r yield initialty, under dry conditj-ons, the

díazenl-do complex (II). This can be converted to the

hydrazido (2-) complex (III) by the addition of

HBr,aq), or anhYdrous HBr'

Vl(Nz)e(dppe)z(I) + RBr --'à Brl'lNzR(dppe)z(If ) + N

HX

lgrzwNzHR ( dppe ) z I ( rrr )

,nuhYdrazido 
(2-)"o*p1"* can be converted to the dfazenldo

complex by use of mild base, such as EtaN. The infra red

spectra of the complexes hrere essentially the same as those

reported in the literature. U. V. /visibl-e spectra hlere

obtained in thf and benzene for the díazeatð,o ail :nydraztdo (2-)

complexes when formed (in situ); spectra of the

hydrazi do (2-) complex were al-so run in CIlzCf z by dissolving
diazenLdo

the sol-id (f igure 2.2,l-0 ) . Solutions of the Çompl-ex

hrere yell-ow, while thehydra ztdo (2- Lomptex v,ras virtually
colourl-ess in solution. The spectrum of the hydrazido (2-)

complex is quite simil-ar to the spectrum of

lBrzl,l(NzHz ) (dppe)z I . The dlf ference in extinction
coefficient aL 297 nm between t,he dinitrogen complex and

díazenfdo
al-l of the e omplexes (e ; g x l-03 cm-r mol--l dm3 )

provided a convenient means by which the progress of the

reactions between lrl (Nz ) z ( dppe ) z and alkyJ- halides coul-d

t(" As the measurement of absolute light intensity under
preparative conditions is difficul-t this cannot be
stated in this section absolutely.

",-1I
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be followed. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of the

complexes ( f igures 2,2.II and 2,2,I2') hlere f ound to be

consistent with those reported in the Iiterature.

( ii ) Ethvl bromide and Methvl- bromide

The reactions of Ethyl bromide and Methyl bromide

with lrl(Nz)z(dppe)z vüere observed to occur on the

preparative scale only in the 1ight, and to hal-t when

radiation ceased. Due to the nature of the product

mixtures formed in thf and the difficulty of working wÍth

these volatil-e alkyl halides, it vüas not felt to be

productive to investigate further these well
t

characterised preparative reactions. Quantum yields for
these reactions were however obtained (see section 3,2)

as were U.V./visibl-e spectra of the product mixtures.

( r1r- l 6-Bromo-L-hexene

Since this neactj-on vüas investigated other workers

have reported detail-s of the reactions of 6-bromohexene

with lri(Nz )z(dppe) ","0 It has not, however, previously

been stressed that this reaction, like the other

reactions involvi-ng alkyl halides is a light cataJ-ysed

reaction which does not occur in the dark at 35oC.

6-bromo-1-hexene is used to investigate reaction

mechanisms involving organic radicals in order to
determine the rninimum radical l-ifetime. This can be

achieved since the following reaction occurs.22
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of
then

vüas the

for more

CHe CH- (CHz ) g-CHzBr Br' + CH cH- (cHz ) ¡-c.Hz'

cycl- isat ion

k>105
(sec-t )

. CH-C

It has been suggested that in the reactions

!'l(Nz )z (dppe)z ulith alkyl halides R' is formed and

migrates into the sol-vent before reacting with the

dÍnitrogen Iigand of a tungsten complex. If this
case, and the radical species existed in sol-ution

than 10-" seconds the

dinitrogen ligand woul

product. AccordingfV r

with 6-bromo-l-hexenet

hydrazido (2-) form bY the

the reaction mixture.

The lH n.m.r. (

spectrum ( figure 2,2.I

radical reactions with the

d be predominantly the I15 cyclised
!ù(Nz)z(dppe)z was reacted in CeHe

and isol-ated as the al-kyl-

addition of anhydrous HBr (gas) to

figure 2,2.I2) and the infra red

3 ) ürere similar to those observed for
)';onrplex as vüas the U.V. /visiblehydrazido (2-other alky1

spectrum. The former are consistent with spectra later
reported by Chatt et a1.2 o

spectrum
A lH n.m.r.;revealed signals due to dppe and

signals which coul-d be assigned to the cyclised form of
the ligand plus the proton on the att<yth'Ydrazido (2-)¿rouP.

A t 3C n.m.r. (figure 2,2.14) reveal-ed five non equivalent
carbon nuclei ín t,he aliphat'ic region r one of which vüas

split into a trquintetr', as vlas found for the ethane bridge
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of dppe in tlre parent dinitrogen complex and i-n the PHBuz

derivative. Signals were al-So observed in the aromatic

region due to the phenyl rings of the

L,2 uis þiprrenylphosphinoltnane 1ì-gand '

This evidence proved quite conclusively that the

complex formed had the l-, 5 cycLised alkyldiazenido

ligand attached, raLher than a hex-6-ene group, since the

cyclised hexene had four non equivalent carbon atoms,

whil-e the straight chain form has six. This is consistent

with a mechanism involving loss of R' after homolytic

cleavage, followed by radicaL aLLack on the Nz ligand

trans to the Br.

(iv ) CH: C0C1

It has been reported that acyl chlorides react with

W(Nz)z(dppe)z in thf or benzene solution under ordinary

laboratory condi-tions, 2 3 ( presumably with no irradiation
other than normally prevailing in that ]aboratory.) Howeven

in this work it has been found that in moisture and

oxygen free solvents t,he reaction wilL not proceed in the

dark. l¡,lhen CH g COC1 u¡as mixed with a ,4 g. of tr^l (Nz ) z ( dppe ) z

in 60 cm3 of thf it was found to reacL aL a raLe

dependent on light intensity. When the irradiation
ceased and the reaction vesseL shielded from stray lightt
the reaction vüas f ound to hal-t ( fig , 2.2.15 ) r showing

that the reaction proceeded cleanly, and did not produce

an appreciable concentration of any species which reacted

with I,l(Nz)z(dppe)z in the dark.
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The infra red (figure 2.2,16) spectrum of
complex produced v'/as sensibJ-y the same

in the literature.
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the acyÌ

as thosehydrazìdo (2-)

reported

2,2.6 Reactions of l¡rl (Nz ) z(dppe)z with phosphlnes

It r^Ias postulated that since light labillsed aL

least one dinitrogen Iigand to produce an intermediate
which probably had a solvated coordination site it coul-d

be possible to produce a monodinitrogen compÌex with a

monodentate phosphine occupying the sixth coordination
site. Tnitially substitution was attempted by

irradiating, a solution of !'l(Nz)z(dppe)z and

triphenylphosphine in thf with visible Iight, however

no appreciable reaction was found to occur. Further

reactions were attempted with sma11er, less bulky
phosphines PMe 2 Ph, PMe s and ftPBu 3rr . It vùas l-ater f ound

that the probable substituent in the l-atter case'hlas

PHBuz¡ present as 6% of the butyJ- phosphine. PMe¡ and

rrPBu3 tf gave products of some interest. The synthesis and

characterisation of these products is described below.

PMezPh reacted with I¡l(Nz)z(dppe)z in a light
catalysed reaction, but gave a mixture of orange col-oured

products which vrere difficul-t to separate by crystal-l-isation
and decomposed rapidly on all chromatographic columns used

( fJ-orasi1, alumina, sifica ) . None of these products had

a v(N-N) signat in the lnfra red spectrum. The products

were found to be extremely air and moisture sensitÍve.
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2,2,7 Reactions with Trimethvl Phos phine

(a) Preparation
- 

a*", r^Ias obtained as the AgNO 3 adduct , AgNO 3 PMe 3 . 2'+

This was converted to AgIPMe g and pyrolysed in vacuo. The

resul-ting PMea v¡as distilled onto a frozen thf sol-uLi-on of
I¡l(Nz)2(dppe)z aL liquid nitrogen temperature. An

atmosphere of Nz tñã.s introduced into the apparatus and

the solution thawed, the ?eaction mixture stj-rred and

irradiated using a 1001í tungsten filament mirror backed

Iamp. Over three hours the orange solution became a

dark red colour, The solution was evaporated in vacuo

and Left ovêrnight aL cã, 20C under a di-nitrogen

atmosphere. A red microcrystaJ-ine product lras isoLated

and ürashed wilh a smaLl volume of col-d thf . The complex

hras found to be extremely sensitive to air and moisture,

and decomposed upon dissol-ution in incompletely dried

solvents. It hras also found to decompose in solvents

containing halogen r €.8. CH zCIz ¡ CHCl 3 .

( b ) Characierisation

Tnfra red spectra. An infra red specLrum of the

red product had an intense signal aL Ig2O 1930 cm-t

(KBr ) or 1918 cm-r (nujo1). Other signal-s, characteristic
of dppe and PMe3 were observed (fig, 2.2.17). No other

signal i^ras observed in the v (N=N ) region of the spectrum.

This suggested Llnat the complex I^Ias a molìo dinitrogen
complex, with PMeg occupying t,he sixth coordination sitet
and that the signat aE I92O cm-t could be assígned to
v(N=N).
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For (Nz )l'l (pl'le r ) ( dppe ) z the expected analysis is
C 60,9 , H 5.3, N 2,58, P L4 .3, microanalysis f ound

C 57,94¡ H 5.83, N 2,Q9t P I2.4. Although all analysis

figures, other Lhan H are 1ow they are reasonably close,

gj.ven the extreme sensitivity of this complex to air and

moisturer âs the analysis hras carried out approximately 7

days after the comptex I^Ias prepared. Attempts to obtain
3lP or I3C spectra ûJere unsuccessful- as the preparation

rapidly became contaminated with paramagnetic

subsrances . A 60 MHz c. t,v. 'H n. m. r r:#åTtåicarned
(fig, 2.2.l-8) which had an integt'aI ratio of phenyl (40):

CHz-CHz(dppe)8 : CHa(PMer¡9, which woul-d appear to suggest

that the complex was PMeg(dppe)2tr{X where X is some group

which did not contain any protons. The U.V./vlsible
spectrum (fig. 2.2.l-9) of the PMea product has a broad

moderately inlense plateau between 320 and 450 nm which,

as has been pointed out above, would appear to be found

in tungsten diphos complexes containing dinitrogen or a

doubly bonded N=N group. There I^Ias also a shoul-der aL

265 flffir on the edge of the intra ligand band which coul-d

have been due to a M-+N2 charge transfer under the

intra ligand envelope.

It was noted that the infra red spectrum of the

c'omplex changed af Ler exposure to air for some time. The

most obvious change r{as in v(N=N)¡ from 1922 1930 cm-l

to 19OO cm-t. This suggested that aerial- oxidation of
the complex to a I,./ ( I ) or i,rl ( II ) complex may have occurred .
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The extreme sensitivity of 0hls complex prevented

tests for photochemical activity being carried out (e.g.

flash photolysis) . Reaction of the PMe¡ derivative t'¡ith

CO resulted in the f ormation of ci s-l^l (C0 ) z ( dppe ) z plus

other tungsten carbonyl complexes. This suggested t'ha|

the tn¡(dppe)z grouping hlas not lost on reacting lrl(Nz )z (dppe)z

with PMes. The reaction of the PMeg derivative with C0

appeared to occur more rapidly upon irradiation than in the

dark.

2,2.8 Reaction I^Iith Butvl Phosphine

a Pre araLion

fypicafly a solution of W(Nz ) z ( dppe ) z in thf was

reacted with a large excess of PBug. The solution was

Írradiated for approximately T2 hours using a 1501'J

tungsten filament mirror backed lamp, and the soLvent

volume vJaS then reduced in vacuo. Green crystals Were

formed upon cooling. The crude product i^ras

recrystal-lised by temperature gradlent from benzene, to

yiel-d green rhombic platelets. This product was found to

be air and moisture SensitiVe, and I^IaS stored under dry

Nz. Sol-utions i^Iere stable only in oxygen and moisture

free solvents.

(b) Characterisation

(i) Tnfra red spectra ( fie, 2.2.20 ) of the green compound

gave absorptions which could be assigned to coordinated

dppe or PBue, except for one weak, broad absorption aL

1732 ,Jm-r. This signat is similar to v(M-H) observed

in I'irrf+j(dppe)2.

f
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(ii )

( ll-l-,

(iv )

8B

A mass specLrum of the complex gave a maximum m/e

peak centred aL l-129 (minimum mass 1126). SpJ-ittings

expected for the isotopes tungsten and carbon in a

compound containing one tungsten atom and

approximatety fifty carbon atoms ürere observed

(see fig. 2.2.2l-), Peaks of significance vüere al-so

observed at 1048 and 978. A mass of 978 corresponds

to W(dppe)z r a similar peak I^Ias observed in the mass

spectrum of cis-!rl(CO)z (dppe)2. The peak at 1048 is
I,ü(dppe)z + 70 which did not fit any obvious grouping.

The peak observed aL II29 ütas the highest despite

searches through to m/e of 2500. This mass number

was too 1ow for !'l(dppe)z + PBuz, however, it did

agree with I,rI(dppe)z + PHBut * H2, (Hzl¡l(dppe)zPHBuz).
spectrum

A 36,43 MHz PFT 3 tP n.m. r.Ào1' the compJ-ex in CoDe

(fig. 2,2,22) gave tvro signals, a doublet of
i-ntensit,y 4 aL 75,29 ppm, and a quintet of intensity
1 centred at 65.4L ppm rel-ative to uncoordinated

dppe. The coupling constants tJarp-ls'+hi = 138 ! 2 Hz

I^Ias observed for the doubtet 'J, tr-r-, t, = 28 t 2 Hz.

This spectrum is consistent with that expected for
an ABX+ systemr (such as (BugP)hl(dppe)z)r with
apparent symmetry Czv, The PBus grouping (or PHBu2)

!'ras believed to undergo free rotation about the P-W

bond on the n.m.r. time scaler âs it did not appear to

reduce the symmetry of the complex to Cs I as would be

expected Íf free rotation dj.d not occur.

A 67,89 MÍlz PFT I3C n.m.r. spectrum of the green

compound in Ce Do (fig , 2.2,23) reveal-ed aromatr.c

signals assigned to dppe, and Lhe aliphatic signals
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(iv)

(v)

(vi )

q?

( Continued )

assÍgned to the bridging -CHz-CHz- in dppe plus t'he

butyl groups in PBus. No other I 3C signals vüere

observed. This suggested LlnaL the sixth site on the

metal centre was not occupied by a carbon containing

ligand.
The bridging ethane in the coordj-nated dppe

whÍch gave rise to a quintet in the r 3C spectrum was

assigned by comparison with the I3C n.m.r. spectrum

of ttr(Nz)z(dppe)zr in which the onJ-y aliphatic group

is -CHz-CHz- in dppe. For the dinitrogen complex

the bridging ethane groups have 6' = 32,I7 ppm and

Jp-" + Jp-w-p-c = l-0 t 2 Hz, for the butyl phosphine

comple* 6- = 37 ppm and Jp-" + Jp-"-p-" = I0 t 2 Hz,

A 2TO MHz PFT rH n.m.r. spectrum of the complex in
CoDs (f ig , 2.2.24) reveal-ed aromatic signals from

dppe, aJ-iphatic signals due to rrPBu3 rr and the ethane

bridge in dppe and al-so an upfield signal
characteristic of hydride. The upfield signal 

'
centred at -3.05 ppm hras very bnoad (ca, 250 Hz

wide) and of l-ow intensityr typical of tungsten

hydride. 2 s

Integration of the proton spectrum reveal-ed a

deficiency of $ protons in the signal due to PBu3,

which suggests that possibly the monodentate

phosphine is not PBua, but PHBuz.

The space group and cel-l dimensions of the complex

btere determined using a precession camera. A

section of a rhombic plate vüas selected which had
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(vi )

94

( Continued )

sharp extinctions at 90o under the crossed polars

of a polarising microscope. This was mounted on a

goniomeLer head with the axis of rotation paralleJ-
lt lÊto a taking b as being perpendicular to the plate

face. Precession photographs b¡ere taken and revealed

a monocl-inic Iattice of symmetry 2/m, The followlng
conditions for reflection v¡ere observed.

h0l f=2n
h11

hk0

'hk1

h

h

k

2n

2n + 1

2n

2n

h+

That is, h + k = 2n for all hkl and 1 = 2n for
h01. From this it was deduced that the space group

vüas CZ/", number J-5,2 6 Unlt ceIl parameters were

found to be a = 12.07Â, u = 24.37Â, c = 20,7oA,

$ = 78.5o , The volume is given by the equation

V = abc sin ß and equalled 5966Å:, The density blas

found by suspending crystal-s in a mixture of
l,zdichloroethane and !,zdibromoethane,

d = 1.438. This l-ed to MI¡rl = 5I66/n = LZ)L¡ if z = 4.

If z - I, MI/\i = 646 1 which vüas l-ess than the mass of
tungsten plus two dppe. It therefore seemed

reasonabl-e to presume Z = 4 which gave the

coordinates of equivaJ-ent positions as ( 0,0,0 ) ,

(+ rh,o') , (o,y rh) and (0,Í ,io) . These coordinates
have point symmetry 2 which suggested that, the

lrl(dppe )z grouping l-ies in the xz pJ.ane and that the

Vl-PBu3 group is col-inear with b. The PBus (or PHBuz )

h+k=
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( vi ) ( Continued )

grouping may be disordered ( by rotatlon about the

W- ( PBu 3 ) bond ) to al1ow the mol-ecu]-es in the lattice
to have apparent symmetry 2, The sixth coordination

site was believed to be occupied by two hydride

ligands.
u.v. vis'ible(vii) Ajsþectrum of the complex v,ras obtained in thf under

oxygen and moisture free conditions (figure 2,2,25)'

(c) Probable formul-ation

Two formulations were possible based on the above

data:

I Vrl(Hz d e ( PBu

This compound has Mül = 1l-84, which was within the

crystallographic mol-ecular vleight, minus the probable error

factor, particularly since there I^IaS probably benzene of

crystallisation present in the crystal lattice.
The PBus used as reactant (r'Fl-uka 98% purumrr) had

a lH n.m.r. and r3C n.m.r. consistent with that reported

in the 1iterature.2T However a ful1y coupled 3lP PFT
sPectrum

n.m. rirln CoDo reveal-ed a doubl-et aL -37,5 ppm rel-ative to

the main singlet due to PBus. (l,iterature 32'3 ppm28 or

33.3 ppm for PBu3,2s 69,5 ppm for PHBuz' Jp-H = lB0 Hz

for pHBuz).30 The splitting observed vüas 19¡ t 3 Hz, This

doubtet was assigned to PHBuz. An integral revealed that
pHBu2 r^râs present as approximately 6% of the ligand.

Since PHBuz is present in small amounts in the starting

material- possibil-it,y (ii ) hlas bel-ieved to be the product,

and the presence of butyl phosphine explained the source

of hydride in the comptex. obviously the neaction was

not a simple substitution, unl-ike t,he reaction with,
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for example, C0 which onJ-y takes approximateJ-y three hours

under simi.Iar conditions of i1l-umination.

l- t_ ht H d P Bu

The integration of a n.m.r. spectrum of the complex

revealed a smal-l-er number of protons in the section of the

spectrum assigned to the butyl phosphine than would be

expected for PBug, and hIaS in fact consistent with PHBuz.

This formulation had mass no. 1126 for lrl = IB2,

An intense peak was observed j-n the mass Spectrum of the

green complex which starts al 1126, and was, in fact, the

highest mass observed. The splitting of this peak was that
expected for a compound with 60C and thl. This meant t,hat

either the formulation vüas W(H)z (dppe)2 (PHBua) ¡ or else

the compound wasl¡rl(Hz)(dppe)z(P¡ug) and was not volatile in
the mass spectrometer , yet had a fragment at m-56

which v\ras volati1e. The l-atter possibiJ-ity seemed to be

unlikely, but coul-d not be totally discounted.

It appeared that to distinguish between these t,wo

possibilities would be extremely difficult wlthout an

X-ray crystal structure study being undertaken and

refined to a low R vaIue. Since the molecules had

synnmetry 2 when averaged across the l-attice, it would

have been necessary to use partial- occupancy factors in
this structure analysis. Given the air and moisture

sensitive nature of the complex it I^Ias believed to be

unJ-ikely that data coll-ected in an X-ray structure
analysis woul-d be good enough to al-l-ow such refinement

techniques to be validly employed.
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2.3 1 Conc l-us ion

The preparative experiment described above

demonstrated quite clearly that there was a general class

of photochemlcal reactions which !'l (Nz ) z ( dppe ) z may undergo.

These reactions would appear to fal-l- into 2 classes:

(a) .Replacement of both dinitrogen Iigandsr ê'8' to

produce trans-W ( C0 ) z ( dPPe ) z .

(b) Replacement of one dinitrogen ligand by a group which

then reacted to release an activated species which

then in turn reacted with the other dinitrogen

ligand to yield a substituted ligandr ê'8'
!'l(Nz)z(dppe)z + EthyI-Br + BrzIfü(N2Et) (dppe)2.

The similarity of the rates of these two types of

reactj_on suggested that the same basic mechanism

occurred in each caSe. The experiments involving isotopic

Iabelling suggested that in dlnitrogen saturated solutions

a photostationary state existed involving release and

recovery of the dinitrogen l-igands.
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reaction
radiative deactivation
( emission )

radiat i-onl-ess deact iva'r, 1on

bimofecular quenching

.t

¡

è--3.1.0 Photochemis Lrv z

A photochemical reaction may be defined as one which

occurs when a molecule is excited by a quantum of light.
Two þasic rul-es apply to such processes; r

(1) OnJ-y radiation which is absorbed by the reacti-ng system

ian be effective in producing chemical change.

(2) Each light quantum absorbed activates only one molecule.

The absorption of a quantum of light by some species A gives

rise to an excited state A*, which then must, withi-n a

relatively short t,ime lose excess energy in order to return

to equilibrium with the environment. This can occur in any

of four ways:

I

I
I

dìi
:,.

I
i

I

I
I,

Ar,
;dl

p

Alç

Alß

AlÉ

A'+ O

In the last ' case the quencher must then undergo one of

the four processes itself. In the process of absorbing a

quantum of light a rfvertical- transitionrr normally occurst

due to the Franck Condon principle ( electronic transitions
are so fast in comparison to nuclear motion that, during

the act of the eleclronic Lransition, the nuclei do not

alter appreciably their rel-atj-ve position or their kinetic

energies). (see figure 3.I.1) This means that the species

Ax is initially el-ectronically excited and may well also be

in a vibrationalJ-y excited sLate. r It shoul-d be emphasised

that the species Alf is essentially a rrnev¡rr chemical

species, rather than a lthottr modif ication of A, and wil-1
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have a geomeLry, chemical and ph'-sical properties quite

dist.inct from the initiat state. However, Ín liquid phase

a molecul-e experiences approximately 1Ol3 coltisions per

second wifh the surrounding molecules, thus dissipating
excess vibrationat energy very rapidly by the process of
vibrational- relaxation. The thermalty equilibrated excited

state ( rrThexi staterr2 ) is probably the species which then

undergoes reaction, emission, radiationless transition to

the ground state or intermolecular quenchÍng. Radiat'ive

deacti-vation or emj-ss j-on, which is termed f luorescence if
it occurs between states of the same spin multiplicity,
phosphorescence if a change in multiplicity Ís invoÌved,

occurs when the excj-ted state returns to the ground state
with an emission of 1ight. Selection rul-es limit the

efficiency of this pathway; the most rigorous rule is
based on the orthogonal-ity of spin function. Howevert

this rul-e breaks down for mo1ecul-es which contain heavy

atoms and therefore experience strong spin - orbit
coupling. When emission is observed from transition metal

complexes it is normally shifted to the red (compared to

the irnadiating frequency ) implying that energy has been

dissipated by the process of nonradiatlve deactivation
(vibrational deactivation) .

Radiationl-ess deactivation can take place as is
shown in figure 3.I.2, which shows hypothetical- potential
energy curves for the ground stale Eo and for two excÍted

states Er and Ez of a hypothet,ical diatomic mol-ecul-e. A

vertical- transitlon from the ground state results in the

formation of E z àl a vibrational l-evel Vz = 6. A rapid
vibrational- deactivat,ion will- occur, and result in a

I

t-

,¡

h
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decnease in v2. If some value of vr has a simiLar energy

to some (low lying) level of vz iE wll-L be possibl-e for the

molecule to ttcross overrr to E1 with (for exarnple) Vr = 3.

Vibrational re]axation will- then cause Vr to decrease.

Further radiationl-ess deactivation or radiative deac|ivation

may then occur.

RadÍationLess transitions must also obey selection

rules based on symmetry and spin, however, spin orbit
coupling which is more pronounced in the presence of a

heavy atom in the mol-ecule, causes the spin selection

rul-es to break down. Radiationless transitions between

states of tlu same muJ-tipJ-icity are spin al-l-owed (internal-

conversion) and between states of different mul-tiplicity
are spin forbidden (intersystem crossing).

Bimol-ecular quenching occurs when there is a transfer
of energy from A* to some quencher O. An example of this
is in the system (Ru (1II) (bipy) ¡ )?:o) plus Cu2+(aq),

where the emission lifetime and intensity from Ru (III)(uO)
(on U.V. excitation) decreases with increasing Ct'*(uq)

concentration. However, in this work no study has been

made of quenching Processes.
In considering the spectrum of a complex it is

convenient to describe the ground state of the mol-ecule aS

consisting of rrl-ocalisedtr molecul-ar orbitals rrbelongingrr

to metal or lì.gands. This model- is based on the

assumpti_on that the central_ atom and the ligands are

separated systems which onty interact weakly with one

another. Thus a charge transfer transition can be

considereci to take an electron from one ]ocalised
mol-ecular orbital and move it to another molecular orbitaÌ.
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Transitions can be considered in a number of cLasSes t

ligand field (d d) I ligand to metal charge transfer
(LMCT), metaL to ligand charge transfer (MLCT), ion pair

charge transfer (IPCT) and charge transfer to sol-vent

(CTTS). Intra ligand bands due to transitions between two

molecular orbitals, both of which are principally

localised on the J-igand SyStem may alSo occur. Generallyt
ffif a band has a rather fixed spectral position Índependent

of the oxidising character of the central metal r it may be

assigned to internal ligand transit j-onsrt.3 For Low

valence heavy metals with ligands such as co, Nzr scN- or

conjugated carbon containing molecules the MLCT bands are

favoured, rather than LMCT, due to the high electron

density on the metal- centre. The type of transition
involved in an excitation has some influence on the

chemical reaction of the excited states; d d transitions
tend to l-ead to solvolysis, LMCT tends to lead to
reduction of the metal centre with concomitant oxidation

of ligand, MLCT to oxidation of the metal centne with

concomitatrt reduction of the ligand, while CTTS l-eads to

reduction of the sol-vent with concomitant oxidation of
the metal or the complex overal-l-. However, in species

where there 1s the possibility of intersystem crossing

or internal conversion one may obtain unexpected products.

For example, the products expected from a d d transit,ion

may result from excitation of a MLCT band. Thus the

photochemÍca11y activated reactions of !'l (N z ) z ( dppe ) z

appear to have a mechanism rel-atively lndependent of

irradiating wavelength. This is because energy provided

by irradiation of MLCT or mixed MLCT/d - d bands may well
produce the same exclted state.
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3.2.0 Quantum ields:

A monochromatic 'oeam of light, passing through a

so]utíon of a complex generally obeys the Beer Lambert law,

Írrun" = Io x tO-ecl- (e = mofar extÍnct,ion coefficient,
c molar concentration, I the cell- length). Io is
referred to in terms of a flux, with unÍts Einsteins
(mo]es of photons) cm-2 Sec-1, however, when the Same size

celt is used for calibration and experimental- work this
can be reduced to Einsteins sec-r. The light, absorbed in
a cel-I is given by Iabs = ïo x (r t0-tc1). Quantum

yie1d, 0, the proportion of molecules which react on

excitation,,can be defined by the equation:

average rate = 0Im

where I* is the average number of Einsteins absorbed by

the reactant in unit vol-ume in unit time and tAl the

concentration of the reacting species.

In practice the fl-ux emitted from a light source

aL a particul-ar wavelength is measured by use of a

photochemical. reaction of known quantum yield, in this
work KslFe(rrI)(ox)a1 B Fe(rI) , taking care that
either al-most al-l- of the irradiating light is absorbed

(i. e. absorbance >.2) or that the ratio I¿run"/Io is
measured. In this work the folmer approach was always

taken. The sol_ution to be studied, in a reaction cel-l

with windows identical to those of the calibration ce11

is then placed in the light beam and irradiated.
If a reacLanl is the only absorbing species

present, the initial_ photoreaction proceeds by a zero

order rate law. Howeverr âS the reaction takes place
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the absorbance of the products, ãL the irradiating

llavelength may become non ze?o, and so

rare = 
:9j$ = öïo (r-lo-xt"ll ffi

where ïo(1-10-xecl-) represents the light absorbed at some

wavelength, anO ,$$. represents the absorbance due to A
À eiui

relative to the total absorbance al that wavelength.

However, if the absorbance of all of the products is much

less than that of the starting material, it can be seen

that the photochemically induced reaction wil-1 have ze?o

order while the absorbance is greater than tvro. The

tendency of the reaction rate to diminish due to absorbance

of light by, the product is termed the inner fil-ter effect.
Suantum yields do not give any information as to

the nates of the steps of the photochemical reaction, (the

overall rate measured in quantum yield determination being

determined by O and the flux of light ) nor is the

temperature dependence of O very meaningful in tenms of

the activation energy.

This can be most clearly seen from the reaction

scheme:

rate Iabs x
lç kr
y. kz

The quantum yield for such

0
kr

kr + kz

E"pp Ea

and thus the apparent activation energy

A

A

A

Al(

products

A

a reaction

l-n

activat ion

react ion

deactivat ion

scheme is given by:

R u-EslRTr + kz/A

"E¿,/RTz 
+ kz/ Ã2

where Ea is the activation energy of the primary

photochemical- process .
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Thus E"pp is a function of T and is al-ways l-ess than Ea,

the actÍvation energy. The situation is even more

complicated, and E^pp further from Eu when more complex

reaction schemes exlst.

3.2,r Quantum vields: experimental

Quantum yields were determÍned using the apparatus

shown diagramat,lcally in figure 3.2,I . The light source

used was a 1OO !'t or 150 !Ù quarLz iodine lamp (with a

parabolic reflector), coupled to an optical wedge. ,r*na
vùas allowed to impinge upon, and leaver the optical wedge

via two vertical slits (Z mm wÍde ) .which caused a narrovt

band of wavelengths to be transmitted into a celI mounted

in the brass block. Water v'Ias circulated through the

block in order to thermostat the ce1l at' 25oC. A typical
energy spectrum of the beam of light emerglng from the

optic wedge is shown in figure 3.2.2, The waveJ-ength

normally used (ca, 420 nm t 15 nm) was in the region

assigned to a mixed d d/MLCT region of the spectrum.

Quantum yields Ì^Iere not measured at much longer

wavel-engths as the complex does not absorb strongly above

450 nm. The light source vüas connected to a constant

current povüer supply* which vùas al-so fitted with a standby

load. This al-lowed the supply to come to, and stay ãL, a

thermally and el-ectronicaJ-ly stable state, and thus

Constant current rather than constant voltage l^¡as used as
the lamp f il-ament res istance i^Ias f 4 trly constant r once it
had reached operatlng temperature, thus al' constant current
the power dlssipation was also constant. l,iith a constant
voltage supply any change 1n lead or contact resistance
woul-d change the current and therefore the pohler
dissipated by the fil-ament.

lç
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slit

slit
-Thermostattedbrass block

FTGURE 3 .2,1 Diagrammatic representatlon of
quantum yield aPParatus.
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prevented drift of the lighL intensity during a reaction.

The supply/Iamp combination hras found to be stab]e over

long periods of time (i.e. days) by the use of the

ferrioxalate actinometer.

3 ,2.2 Actin ometrv

The total incldent l-ight on a cel1 mounted in the

brass thermostatted block I^raS measured using solutions of

KsIFe(III)(ox)e]. The actinometer was prepared by the

method of Hatchard and Parker, + and I^tas used as a .15 M

solution in .05 M HzSO+ I stored under Nz. The actinometer

solut j-on (ca. 12 cn3 ) was placed in a 40 mm path J-ength

quarl-z cell, and high purity Nz bubbled through, for 5

minutes before the exposure commenced, and continued until
the end of the exposure. The light Source was turned on

for a known time, ranging from 30 seconds to 10 minutes.

The quantity of Fe2+ produced was determined by taking a

smal-l aliquot (f to 5 "m3 ) , mixing with buffer (5 cn3

.6 M Na Acetate, .18 M HzSOa ) ¡ J- ¡ l0 - phenanthroline

(L%, 2 crn3 ) and diluting to 25 "*3 , The quantity of

Fe2+ present was determined by reading the absorbance at,

510 nm using a Varian Associates 635 dual- beam

spectrophotometer. The intensity of the absorption of the

developer (on that particul-ar spectrophotometer') was

determined by constructing a cal-ibration curve using

fe(II)(¡¡H,r)z(SO+)z as a source of f'e2+ ànO identical
experimental- procedure. The actinometer was found to be

extremely Sensitive to traces of oxygen, and was handled
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under high purity Nz untÍÌ the developer was added.* This

is because the reaction below occurs.

2Fe2+ + \o, + 2H+ 2Fe3+ + Hzo

At t|re concentration of Fe2+ produced (l-O-" M) the extent

of this reaction could be significant, and lead to
incorrect results. Typical val-ues for the quantity of

Fe2+ produced were in the range 2 to 5 x IO-s moles

sec-l; sÍnce the quantum yietd for this reaction is close

to 1 this means that the ce11 received an integrated

intensity of 2 to 5 x lO-s Einstein sec-r.
The work described in this section üIas carried out

j_n a darkroóm, illuminated only by two Kodak 40't¡üatt

safelights with No. 2 filters.

3 2 .3 Photolvs is of l¡rl ( N z z(dppe)z

Sol-utions of !Ù(Nz )z (dppe)z for photolysis were

prepared in the foll-owing way. A smal-I sample (ca, 3 mg. r

3 x l-0-6 moles) was weighed accurately on a Cahn

Electroba]ance and tipped into a sealed optical cel1

assembly (Plate 1)r which consisted of 10 mm and

1 mm pathlength cell-s, joined al, a right angle . This cel-l-

was connected via a special adapter to the sol-vent stil1.
The cell and fi]-ling apparatus þIere evacuated using a

rotary vacuum pump for ca. 20 to 30 minutes. If any

volatile reactants vJere to be added, they were distilled
into the col-lection finger via a sidearm.

As has been pointed out in the literature, phens sol-utions
used for this work shoul-d be f reshly prepaned (i. e. v¡ithin
ca. 10 days ) and should not be l-eft in the light r âs J-ong
wavel-ength ul-traviol-et photolysis changes the ability of
the phen to form lhe highly coloured Fe(II)phen complex.

g
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PLATE 1 Cel-l- for quantum yield determinat'ions.
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Solvent üras then poured into the co]lection finger,
and the apparatus inverted and the ce11 fi11ed. There v,¡as

a line engraved on the collection finger to give a rough

indication of the volume of solvent (ca.5 cm3 ) being

added. The precise vol-ume of solvent was determÍned from

the difference in mass of the empty celL plus stopper and

the stoppered ful-l cell-. Once the solvent was in the cell- a

twin oblique tap was opened to al-low Nz to fl-ow into the

apparatus, and a dÍnitrogen stream v¡as maintained over the

celI as it vüas quickly removed and stoppered. The cell-

was protected from stray light and taken to the darkroom

for reaction.
The spectrum of the sol-ution was measured using the

1mm path cel-l, while the 10 mm cel-l- was used for
irradiation. The entire volume present normally fitted
in the irradiation cel1, and the reaction was carried out

in short intervals. The cel] was shaken aL the end of
each of these before the absorbance aL 29T nm was

determined relative to that of a I mm pathlength ce1l

containing solvent only. The concenLration of
!'l(Nz )z (dppe)z ü¡as calcuLated by use of the equation

¡297Aå" = erCr + ezCz

where er and Cr refer to the starting material- and e2

and Cz refer to the product. This can be expressed, for
a reacti-on scheme such as

!ü(Nz)z(dppe)z + RX 
-.È 

XI¡I(NzR)(dppe)z

by A¡ = er(cr xt) + ezx1, where A¿ is the totaL absorbance

afler exposure for time L, cl the initial- concentration of
I'l(Nz)z(dppe)2, er the extinctÍon coefficient for
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W(Nz )z (dppe)z and E2 the mol-ar extinction coefficient of
the product. (Determined from AZ", the absorbance once

the reaction had gone to completion. ) A plot of x¡, the

molarity of the product versus t was found to be l-inear

(see figure 3.2,3) in the initial stages of the reaction
(general-Iy 12 >. ,995). Suantum yield $ras cal-culated by

determining the number of moles reacted and dividing by

the integrated intensity of the irradiating light for the

time period being consldered. Quantum yields v¡ere found

to range from ca. .1 (PMe3, low [RBr]) to câ, ,5 (RBr at

high concentrations ) .

More accurate val-ues of 0 ürere determined by using
,

the initially determined val-ue (from AnlFl-ux) as a first
approximation in a kinetics simulation programme which

corrected for change in Tabs due to inner filter affects.

A plot of calculated tl'I(Nz)z(dppe)zl versus time v'¡as

compared to the experimentally observed plot and the

initial- estimate of 0 ref ined. The scheme used ü¡as simply

f,l(Ne)z(dppe)z + ner + BrV'l(NzR)(dppe)2.
a

Intermediates l^rere not put into the scheme as steady state

concentratlons of these species were very l-ow at the flux
used, and thus the intensity of light absorbed by the

intermedlates waS very 1ow. The concentration of the

intermediates vüas never greater than the Val-ue of the flux
of the light as the following scheme shotnts.

hv-..-_¡> Inl (dppe ) z

Øf""'
!ù(Nz)z(dpp e)z o

lJ(Nz)(dppe)z
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In the absence of any other reactions the raLe of step O
must be equal to the rate of step O . Since ks for step 3

is approximately 1. then the concentration of !r1(Nz ) (dppe)z

can be no higher numerically than the rate of formation of

!'l(dppe)2. The rate of formation of W(dppe)z is given by

Iabs 0p" where 0p" is the quantum yÍeld of the prlmary

photochemical process. The concentration of I¡,1(dppe)z woul-d

be approximately lO-2 times the concentration of lù(Nz)(dppe)z

as kz is approximately IO2 times ks' See figure 3'2'4'

2,4 Suantum ield res 1ts

Quantum yields were measured as a function of the

concentration of l-bromobutane and for various reactions

aL high concentrations (ca. .2 M). The results of the

comparison of various reactions are shown in table 3.2.I.

The val-ues of O aL high atkyl haLide concentration for

l_-bromobutane and Z,Z-bxomomethylpropane are averages of

5 measurements aL f1uxes from I to 5 x 10-s Einstein,/second,

and with tl,,l(N z) z(dppe )z J varying f rom 2. x 10-h molar to

1 x 10-3 mo1ar. No consistent variaLion was found in these

val-ues, and so it would appear that o is independent of

t!'f(Nz)z(dppe)zl and Iabs, the flux absorbed. The maximum

value observed l{as approximately ,4 i; a1l- cases ' This I^IaS

bel-ieved to be due to either of two possible mechanisms '

( 1 ) Relaxation of the initial active intermediate
(V\r(Nz )z (dppe)z*) back to the þround state occurring

in 60% of cases r or

(2) Competition between Nz and RX for the free coordination

site on the second intermediate (I,r(Nz)(solv)(dppe)z)'
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Table 3.2.I

Quantum yield val-ues for the reaction of
hl(Nr ), (dppe)r and various s D eci es.

I

I
I

.t
¡

;ú

d|

I
t'

t'{
,,
I
N

I
I.
!

rt

I
I

,1

Reactant Suantum yield

2, Z-bt omorne thylp rop ane

1-bromobutane

.1 M

.1 M

10-s M

,02 ,2 M

.01 M

.01 M

ca.

Cã.

Câ.

ca.

Câ.

ca.

,49

.38

.1

.42

.10

.2

l:

All values are based on the disappearance of
!{(Nz)z(dppe)2, rather than formation of product.

i

u
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Competition studies ( dependence of quantum yield
versus tRXl (figure 3.2.5)) showed that quantum yield was

onJ-y dependent on tRXl in the range [RX] = .00f M to

tRXl = .03 M. This suggested that relaxation of
lÍ(Nz)z(dppe)z to the ground state occurred in 60% of all
cases without chemical reaction, via either radi-atj-onl-ess

deactivation or emj-ssion. All atternpts to find any

emission band I¡Iere unsuccessful apart from emission

similar to that found from dppe in benzene or thf soLution.

Given the presence of an atom with a large number

of electrons in the centre of the complex, the presence of

an efficient radiationless deactivation pathway is not

unexpected.

3.3 Flash

Reactions of the type described in chapter 2 showed

that there was a general class of substitution reactions of

ttr(Nz)z(dppe) z which hlere photochemically activated, and

appeared to invol-ve the dissociat,ion of at least one

dinitrogen ligand from the complex. The quantum yield
measurements reported above showed how efficiently the

light activation I^Ias util-ised
These observations implied the existence of a

ttphotostationary staterr, which occurs when the rate of a

photochemical- step is equal to the rate of a relaxation
process back to a starting material.

lù(Nz)2(dppe)z
0 ïab

I¡tr(sol-v) z (dppe) z + 2Nzkr hr sol-v ) , l

¡

È*

I

I

I
t
'',

)
i

i

ú

fl

l-

(Iabs is the intensity
yie1d, and kr the rate

of the light
coe ffic ient

absorbed, Q the quantum

step. )for the reverse
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If the amount of light absorbed can be readlly
increased by a ]arge factor, for a short time, and then

decreased again it is possibl-e to observe the return
(or trrelaxati-onrr ) to the initial photostationary state

once the perturbation has been removed. This is one of

the bases of flash PhotoJ-Ysis.

3.3.1 Flash Photolvsis ExP enimental Method

(a) Hardware

In this work the apparatus used for flash photolysis

was basically that described by Thornton and Laurence.6

Figure 3.3. ] i" a block diagram of the flash photolysis

apparatus.
The capaciton had a maximum stored energy of 1000

joules, and was discharged through the xenon oxygen

flashlamp by a mercury ignitron, which was triggered by an

SCR circuit controlled by TTL pulses. The light flash had

a width aL half height of lou sec. The monitoring light
source hIaS a 75 watt xenon mercury arc lamp ( Illumination
Industries Inc. ) which emitted a number of intense lines
in the ultra viol-et region. These were found to be

extremely useful- due to the high optical- density in the

ultra viotet region of the spectrum of the solutions used.

The light from this source was passed through a high

intensity monochromator (Bausch and Lomb) ¡ then through

the cetl, and final-ly through another monochromator into

the photomultiplier.
The phot,omultiplier unit incorporated a fast

voltage follower with low output impedance, and

resj-sLance/capacitance signal conditioning cÍrcuits used to

f il-ter noise.

I

i
1i

il

I
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Flash Lamp

Monochromator Cello
Lamp
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Filter
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Terminal
PD P 11 -10

DiscDisplay

Delay 2igger

FIGURE 3.3. ] Block diagram of
equipment _used.
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From Thornton and
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The experimental- data recorded I^Ias the changing

transmitted light due to"the changlng transient
concentrations, generally as the system rel-axed to the

photostationary state. This was recorded using two

analogue to digital recorders' one a Biomation 6108, and

the other a Digital Equipment Corporation AR-11 real time

subsystem interfaced to a PDP II/.IO computer. The

initial transmittance signal't/¡as recorded by a digital
panel meter which sampled and held the value of the signal
on receiving a trigger pulse, usual]y a short time before

the flash lamp was fired.
A pulse generator operated in single shot mode

provided master timing pulses. Serial delays were used to

generate delayed pulses for triggering the second A-D

converter or the flash la.nip. DC coupling of the signal
allowed observation of sl-ow processes, but necessitated

the use of a dif ferential- amplifier and a variabl-e DC

back off voltage. Most of the initial signal- was removed

before analogue to digital conversion to allow smal-1

changes in transmj-ttance to be followed accurately.
The Biomation 6108 hlas used to record samples al

interval-s of l-ess than 50 milliseconds. Sample times

ranged from 100 nanoseconds to 50 mil-l-iseconds and the

recorder stored internally two hundred and fifty 6 bit
integers. The Biomation was interfaced to the PDP IL/I0
computer through a Digital Equipmènt Corporation DR-IÌC

interface board and a simple interface which provided

control l-atches and inverted the signal from the 610ts to

make it, compatible with those of the DR-IIC and the

sof tware used. the Biomation 6108 I^IaS al-so connected to
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an oscilloscope which displayed the contents of the 250

memory locations r âs an analogue signal. Thls was used

for setting up and checks on equipment. The DEC AR-II

subsystem was used in this work for recording transients

at sample times of greater than 50 milliseconds. The

AR-II converter had a maximum conversion rate of 30 KHz,

and provided 10 bit data. A differential amplifier with
(switchaUl-e) fixed gains of unity, three and ten was

interposed between the photomultÍplier and the AR-II

input. The sample interval of Lhe AR-1I was under

programme control- r and the data in the form of a two

hundred and, fifty element array was stored directly into
the computer central memory.

Both the Biomation 6108 and the AR-11- converter

vüere triggered in advance of the firing of the flashlamp t

in order to monitor V0 , the initial transmittance. Timing

was arranged so that approximately twenty five samples r/\rere

taken of V0 before the flash lamp discharged. The light
output of the fl-ash lamp was monitored using an integrating
circuit connected to a fast PIN photodiode, coupled to the

flashlamp by a perspex lightpipe. The integrated intensity
was displayed on a digital panel meter. The integrating
circuit was triggered by the signal from the PIN diode.
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The overall timing diagnam flor the hardware can be shown

as below;

250 s

25
--+

sampl es

_ _250_samp l-es for 6108

25 6108
_samples_

amples for AR-l! _ _ *+

<-

AR-I1

l<-

Master
trigger
AR-11
s tarts

6108
s tarts

Flash
discharges
PÏN
integrates
intens ity

6108
stops

AR-11
stops

( b ) Ce1ls

Generally 2 cm path length cylindrical- quarLz cells
were used, connected to the apparatus shown in plates 2 and

3, although for temperature dependence studies a 50 mm

quartz jacketted ce1l was used. The cell fill-ing device

was used to change sol-utions under an inert atmosphere.

Initially W(Nz)z(dppe)z (ca. 10 mg) was placed in bulb A

and the apparatus (without the baLlast) connected to the

thf, benzener or toLuene still and evacuated. After 30

minutes the Young taps were closed and soLvent introduced

into bul-b A and the complex dissolved. The ballast was

connected to maintain Nz pressure and the solution was run

j-nto the cell by opening Young tap 1. I¡rlhen that aliquot
of solutj-on was to be changedr Young tap L was closedt

no. 2 opened and the liquid poured into the (evacuated)

bulb B. The celI hlas then refilled by closing tap 2,
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PLATE 2 The ceIl fi11er for the flash
photolYsis experl-ments .

59J, 1.
' 2.

3.
4.
5.
6,

Ballast
Bulb A

Bulb B

Cell-
Young Tap I
Young Tap 2
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PLATE 3 Flash photolysis apparatus showing the
positions of the cell and flash lamp.

&r 1.
2,
3.

Flash lamp
Ce11
Young taps cell !.Ias
fill-ed and emptied
via these taps.
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and reopening tap l-. The ballast had a total volume of

over 2 litres I so that even when 2OO cm3 of solution had

been used PINr1 would not drop be]-ow .9 atmosphere. As

the relaxation process involved Nz as a reactant this
precaution vfas necessary to mj-nimise changes in observed

raLe during a runr due to changes in [Nz]sol-v.

(c) Software

Once the data had been acquired, using either the

AR-l1 or 6108, it was processed using programme KDATA

(Thornton and Laurence.). Parameters fed in to this
programme were VO, the initial transmittance, V0 reference

point I ( the data point I ânV one of 250, which corresponded

to that transmittance value ) , the time per sample and the

volts fuLl scal-e (or in the case of the AR-11, Lhe gain).

The data could be digitalty smoothed and alternative
kinetic treatments selected, fi-rst or second order, and

optical densities calculated at various times. The final
kinetic function and least squares line and parameters

were displayed on the visual display unit. Data could be

stored on floppy disc and read in from disc and treated at

a later date if desired. A summary of the data sources

used and kinetic results was printed on the line printer.
Data coul-d also be plotted on an X - Y digital recorder

using programme PLOT (Laurence and Thomas) in order to
provide hard copy of the actual- transmit,tance changes

observed.

I
I
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3.3.2 Flash Photolvsis Results

In prelJ-minary experiments using Nz saturated thf
solution two processes vüere observed afler the flash,
one with Lr in milliseconds, the other with Ey in seconds.4'1,
Accordingly the two analog to digital- converters ûtere run

at different rates in order to maximise the amount of

informatÍon obtained from one f1ash.

In generalr oD flashing a solution of the complex

an immediate decrease in absorbance was observed at 297 îffir

this was then followed by a mult,istep process of recovery

of absorbance. The various reactants and sol-vents studied

are described below.

(i) Nr saturaLed thf

Immediately (within the lime scale of the apparatus

used) upon irradiation the absorbance aL 297 nm decreasedt

and then recovered by a two step process to within 95% of

the original value. The initial decrease in absorbance

suggested that the quantum yield of the primary

photochemical- process had a minimuru val-ue of 0.7 . This

val-ue assumes e2s7 = O for the product formed on

irradiating the dinitrogen complex, assuming a value of

e2s7 = 5 x 103 mol--t cm-t l-eads to a quantum yield of ,9

to 1. lrlhile no accurate value of the flux of the output

from the flashlamp was known, it is possible to determine

approximate val-ues of 0 if it j-s assumed that all-

Flash Photolysis

Flash photolysis of I^I(N2) 2 
(dnle) 2 r^ras

approximately 9 mg of I'I(N2) ,(dVVe) 2 in ZOO
that is, upon 4.5 x 10-J molar solutions.

carried out using
3cm oI solvenf -
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absorbance declines dramatically upon irradiation. Ift

on the other hand, refaxation back to the ground state

occurred very rapidly (in l-ess than ten micro seconds)

then a molecule which followed this path could absorb a

second (or third or more) quantum of light. In this

latter case estimates of quantum yield canno| be made.

This woul-d appear to be a probable scenario, given the

steady state irradiation quantum yield maximum of 0.4.

The recovery of absorbance occurred in two distinct

steps, both of r¡¡hich were fitted to first orden kinetic
parameters. For the first process k?u = 3.15 t .05 x l-02

sec-l and for the Second process ç7'= 1.88 t.O5 sec-l,

at I atmosphere of Nz above the So]vent. It was observed

that if the pressure of Nz in the celt filling device was

decreased the rate also decreased marginally. However,

no rate dependence on Nz pressure was determined.

Repeated irradiation (ca, 5-10 tÍmes) of the solution 1ed

to a permanent decrease in absorbance, which was aLLributed

to reaction of the intermediate produced with photochemically

generated peroxi-des derived from thf . This vfas particularly

noticeable vühen the irradiating light had a spectrum rich

in ultraviolet.
The initial change in absorbance and the two recovery

processes are shown in figure 3.3.2, A difference spectrum

( figure 3.3.3 ) was obtained for points A and B by

measuri.ng the change in absorbance at various wavelengths

upon irradiation. A spectrum of the products of (a)

irradiation and (b) irradiation fol-1owed by the rapid

process were caLcul-ated assuming quantum yield was equaJ-

to one. A single isosbestic point Ì^¡as observed aL 285 ilffir
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suggesting that two species were involved in the fast and

Slov¡ procegSeS. The maior change in absorbance upon

irradiation was observed at 29T îffir which corresponded to

the $ravefength of the absorption assigned to lrl (dl) '+ N, (n*)

transition.
The xenon flashì-amp had a spectrum rich in

ultra violet radiation, which bore litt1e resemblance to

the spectrum of the lamp used for steady state irradiation.
In order to relate the resul-ts of the flash photolysis

experiments to lhe steady state illuminations, flash
photolysis experiments I¡Iere also carried out wÍth a

perspex filter between the flash lamp and the

spectrophotometric cell- containing a thf solution of

!'l(Nz ) z (dppe) z. The perspex fil-ter effectively eliminated

light with a vüavelength of 360 nm or less. The difference

spectrum (figure 3.3.4) obtained htas consistent with that

observed without the filter in place, except that the

absolute magnitude of the absorbance changes vlas smal-1er

due to the decreased flux impinging upon the cel-l contents.

The observed rates for the two steps vüere 3,32 t .14 x l-02

sec-1 and 1.3 t.23 ...-1 The difference between

these results and those observed without the filter present

!^¡as not statistically sígnificant.
Because of the presence of one moiety of N z in the

diazenido product, initially it was believed that the

mechani.sm invol-ved the l-abilisat,ion of only one dinitrogen

ligand. The two step process observed in the flash
photolysis experiment was thought to invol-ve a geometric

change, followed by recovery of the Iabilised dinitrogen

ligand to yield !,1(Nz )z (dPPe)2.

IIi
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Such a mechanism would be depicted thus:

l¡'l(Ne)e(dppe)z hv o¿t¡(Nz)(dppe)z solv + Nz ( solv )

slo fas t

ßt,t(Nz)(dppe), solv + Nz ( solv )

ln an attempt to confj-rm this hypothesis by the technique

of Itflash 1abe1l-ingtt it was actually discounted r and a

double exchange mechanism suggested. Other preparative

and labeIling techniques, also suggested that two

dinitrogen ligands were exchanged following the absorpticn

of one quantum of light by W(Nz ) z (dppe) z.

11 FIash Iabel-l- in

It had been previously suggested that the

photochemically induced reactions of I'l (N z ) z (dppe ) z and

Mo(Nz )z (dppe) z with alkyI hal-ides proceed via the

labilisation of one dinitrogen ligand, foIJ-owed by

substitution of RX al the vacant coordinatÍon site. This

would seem to be a plausible mechanism, given that the

reaction with RX resul-ts in the formation of the

coordinated group -N-N-R. The Iabelling of tJ(Nz)z(dppe)z

with t tNr, which resutts in the production of isotopomers

( rsNz)!'l( lul¡r) (dppe)z and ( lsNz)hr( Itl¡r) (dppe)z courd be

accounted for by one labilisation of the metal compJ-ex

resuLting in the t tNrl,üt uN, group, and two consecutive

labilisations (or more) resulting in the exchange of both

Nz groups for t tN, dissol-ved in the solvent. If this
postulated scheme was correct, the two step recovery

process observed in the fl-ash photolysis experiments using

I
I

Þ-

¡
,I

t

t.

þ
I
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Nz saturated solvents could be accounted for by a geometric

change pl-us recovery of the dinltrogen ligand I âs discussed

above.

If the reaction step involving labilisation of one

dinitrogen ligand postulated by Chatt et aI vüas vürong in
the case of light activated reactions, and in fact

absorption of light caused labilisation of both ligandst

one dinitrogen ligand woul-d need to be recovered before

reaction with RX occurred, to result in the grouping -N-N-R.

In this latter case the production of isotopomers in the
t tN2 labelling experiment could be explained on a

statistical,basis, that is the expected product ratio
would be based on the ratio a2;Zab, b2. (a = [r4Nz]soLvi

b = [¡sNz]solv). The concentratÍon ratio in the vÍcinity
of a tungsten centre which had been labilised recently
would be slightly higher in I I hNe ] , assuming unlabelled
complex was used as starting material, due to diffusion of
Nz in the sol-vent. A qualitative test for labilisation of

two ligands was developed using the flash photolysis

apparatus. It was believed that if flash photolysis
coul-d labil-ise enough complex to yield sufficient
isotopomer to be observed by i-nfra red spectroscopy it
would be possibl-e to look for the presence of doubly

labelled dinitrogen complex. Since rsN lsN is only

present in atmospherlc nj-trogen as .16%, the quantity of
¡ sN - l sN lr'l r sN r sN isotopomer produced by labilisation
of one dinitrogen ligand under an atmosphere of t tN, would

be negligible .(,16% of total- l-abeLled complex). If two

dinltrogen ligands were labilised simul-taneously the ratio
a2 ; Zab ; b2 could not be expected to be observed due to
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changes in the local- concentration of tuN, (in the solvent),
however, a reasonable proportÍon of l sN l sN I/ü t sN l sN

should be formed. Since the output of the flash lamp was

found to last 1 x IO-s seconds, neither of the post flash
recovery processes woul-d have occunred. The output of the

flash photolysis equipment operating at 15 kV was measured

in the region 300 500 offir by irradiating a solution of

[KgFe(ox)o] in an airtight pyrex ce1l which vÍas to be used

for the Iabe1ling experiment. It vüas found that lO-s moles

of Fe2+ ütere produced; if a quantum yield of 1 is assumed

10-s Einsteins vJere absorbed by the solution of K3Fe(ox)s.

Since ere'+u, "*-t = 2,5 x 103 mo1-r cm-l for tr't(Nz)z(dppe)z

in thf and an infra red sol-ution cell with a path length of

.8 mm had been found to be suitabl-e for measuring the

intensity of v(N-N), it I^Ias believed that a labe1ling
experiment using one intense fl-ash of light would be

possible. Accordingly 10 mg of lnl(Nz )z (dppe)z was dissolved

in cã, 50 .r3 of dry thf distilled under argon. This

solution was connected to a vacuum l-ine equlpped with a

toepler pump, and the argon atmosphere removed, and the

solvent degassed. An atmosphere of ttN, (81% rsN ttN,

Lo% r 4N t uN, 9% I sN t +N ) vùas introduced into the cel-l.
The soÌvent r¡as initialJ-y coll-ected under argon so that
the ratio of t tN, to t *N, in the soLution would be a maximum.

This solution of W(Nz)z(dppe)2 under an atmosphere of tuN,

was placed in the flash photolysis apparatus and irradiated
by discharge of 15 kV through the flash 1amp. The

atmosphere of t tN, was then removed and the sol-vent

reduced in volume in vacuo to ca, 5 cm3 . The so]ution of
lI(Nz )2. (dppe)z was handled in the darl< from the point Ín

I
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time when t uN, !¡as introduced until the t tN, atmosphere

!,¡as removed and the solvent reduced in vol-ume. A solut j-on

infra red uras run and the remaining solutÍon taken to

dryness on finely ground KBr. This KBr was then used to

prepare a disc suitable for infra red spectroscopy, and a

spectrum run in the region 22OO to 1700 cm- I .

(figure 3.3.5) It was quite clear from this spectrum

that both isotopomers I sN 1 sN - !ü I +N r 4N and

l sN l sN I^l - r sN r sN were present. this would be

impossible if only one dinitrogen ligand was labilised
initially, unless the following reaction scheme occurred.

trI(Nz )z (dþpe)z hv W(Nz ) (dppe)z (sotv) + Nz (solv)very AS

very fast hv

tt(dppe)z(sofv)z + 2Nz ( solv )

Given the very high flux of light produced by the xenon

discharge lamp this mechanj-sm llas believed to be possible,

but not probable. Later preparative experiments using a

far lower flux suggested that double exchange occurred

under those conditions, which di-scounted this mechanism.

Accordingly it I^¡as concluded that excitation of
lrl(Nz )z (dppe)z by visible light led to loss of both

dini-trogen ligands, followed by the consecutive uptake

of two dinitrogen groups from the solvent. *

The assumption has been made throughout this discussion
that a six coordinate lB el-ect,ron complex normally
existed, and so intermediates in sol-ution have been
assumed to be solvated. Some discussion on the validity
of this assumption is presented in section 3.3.3 .

l(
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FIGURE 3,3.5 Infrared spectrum of KBr
disc of frflash l-abel-l-edrr
!ù(Nz)z(dppe)2.
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The mechanism below

observaLion:
!ù(Nz)z(dppe)z

r^Jas postu]-ated to account for this

ry w(dppe) z (so1v) z + ZNz ( solv )

slow fast

W(Nz)(dppe)z(solv) + Nz ( solv )

(iii) Nz Saturated Benzene

F1ash photolysis of dinitrogen saturated benzene

sol-utions of !'l (N z ) z (dppe ) z revealed a two step process

similar to that discussed above, but with kr = 3.6 t .6

sec-t, and k2 = 2,4 ! .2 sec-r. (Ambient ca. 25oC).

xIÚ

(iv) Nz Saturated Tol-uene

Processes observed following flash photolysÍs of

toluene solutions of lr,t (Nz ) z (dppe )z v'Iere simil-ar to those

observed in benzene or thf, with klt = 2.55 t .05 x 102

sec-r, and k|' = 2,I ! .1 sec-r.

v) C0 Saturated thf

A two step recovery process similar to that
observed in Nz saturated thf or benzene was observed when

a CO saturated thf sol-ution of lrl(Nz )z (dppe ) z was

irradiated. The initial- change in absorbance upon

irradiation was identical to that observed for Nz saturated

thf sol_ution. However, when the two recovery proceSSeS

were complete the absorbance of the sol-ution was

consistently lower than the starting material at 297 nm.

The diffenence spectrum of the product between 297 and

403 nm was consistent with the formatlon of
trans-!ü (C0 ) z (dpp e) z.
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This data is consistent with the reaction scheme:

zCO + !'l(Nz )z (dppe) z 
-> 

[¡J(dppe)e (sof v)z + 2CO + 2Nz

kr fast

I¡I(C0)(solv)(dppe)z + 2Nz + C0

kz slow

trans-W(CO)z(dppe)z + 2Ne (sol-v )

First
to be

order kinetic
kr 5.1 ! ,T

parameters for the two steps ü¡ere found

x 102 sec-r r and kz = 2.5 ! .4 sec-r.l(

(vi) Argon Saturated thf or Tol-uene

An initial bleaching of absorbance al 297 nm

observed in Nz saturated thf or toluene vüas observed in
argon saturated thf. No recovery of absorbance was

observed after the initial bleaching. This observation

was consistenL with the mechanism described above. If
all the i¡tr (Nz ) z (dppe ) z had been labil-ised the maximum N2

concentration in the solvent would have been I x IO-s Mt

compared to ca. T x l-O-e M in Ne saturated thf .l(lç Since

the two back reactions were probably second order, it
would be expected that aE such low concentrations of Nz

the back reaction woul-d be slow, but shouÌd actual-ly occurt

to return the system to the original photostationary staLe.

However, it had previously been observed that on the

tÊ Ambient temperature ca, 25oC,

The
thf

determination of the sol-utility of dinitrogen 1n
is described in chapter 4.

t¿ ,¿
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preparative scale r lrradiati-on of solutions of the

dinitrogen complex under Argon led to a permanent loss of

v(N-N). No dinitrogen couLd be incorporated into the

product of such an irradiation by bubbling Nz through the

solution after the irradiation was complete. (Section

2.2,2), This observation led to the conclusion that the

reactive intermediate formed by irradiation was not

stable, even in thoroughly dried and oxygen free thf.
This I¡Ias ascribed to competition for the reactive
intermediate by othen species, such as traces cf inhibitor
distilled over with thf, or peroxides formed by the action

of light on thf.

(vii ) Nz Saturated thf solution containing alkvl bromide

Dinitrogen saturated solutions of lrl(Nz )z ( dppe )z in
thf containing RBr ( . O¿+ M. R = I-Buty], tert-Butyl, ethyl )

reveaLed a four step process upon flash photolysis.
( Figure 3.3.6 ) .

(1) An immediate decrease in absorbance aL 297 Dffir

identical in intensity to that observed in Nz

saturated thf.
(2) The first rapid recovery of absorbance with

k i 4.5 x 102 sec-r. This appeared to be identical
to that observed in Nz saturated thf.

(3) The slow recovery process was observed to begin with

k + 3. sec-r, however, before it was complete a fourth
process commenced.

( 4 ) A slight decrease in absorbance aL 297 nm was

observed, which was neither first nor second order

i-n kinetics.
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tØ. Ø 12. 5ø.Ø 2.5

FIGURE 3.3.6a1

5.Ø
Time

7.5
( seconds )

Slow process fol-lowlng ftash photolysis
of lrl (Nz ) z (dppe ) e in dinitrogen saturated
benzene solution containing
1-bromobutane '
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Fast process following flash photolysis
of lrl (Nz ) z (dppe ) z in dinitrogen
saturated benzene solution containing
l-bromobutane '.
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2.ø 2.5ø.ø Ø.5

FIGURE 3 .6b1

L.Ø
Time

1.5
( seconds )

Slow process following flash photol-ysis
of I{ (N z ) z (dppe ) z in dinitrogen saturated
benzene sol-ution containj-ng Ethyl-bromide.
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Fast process following flash photolysis
of !ü(Ne)z(dppe)z in dinitrogen
saturated benzene solution containing
Ethylbromide.
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This fourth step was interpreted as sÍgnifying
competition for the species !'l (Nz ) (dppe ) z (sol-v ) by Nz to

yield Vü(Nz )z (dppe)e and RBr to yield lÙ(Nz ) (nnr)(dppe)2.

Therefore the reactive intermediate for the alkyl halide
reaction I^raS Seen to be the second intermediate observed,

i.e. W(Nz )(dppe)z (so1v), not !'l(dppe)z (solv)2. However,

V'l(dppe)2(so1v)z is formed first by a concomitant loss of
both dinitrogen ligands, folÌowed by recovery of one

dinitrogen to yield the active intermediate thus:

!ù(Nz)z(dppe)z hv lrl(dppe)z(solv)z

kz kr Nz

I¡tr(Nz)(dppe)z(solv)

RBr

lrl(RBr) (Nz ) (dppe) z + Nz

3.3.3 Temperature Dependence of Rates

The rates of the two recovery processes lrüere

determined as a function of temperature in Nz saturated

toluene and thf using a 50 mm quarLz jacketted cel-1

connected to the Same cell- fill-er as was described

previously. A waïer/ethanol mixture was circulated
through the outer compartment of the ce]l using a Haak

ttFKtr thermostatted bath,/pump. The temperature of the

cel-1 vüas measured by an accurately calibrated thermistor

whi-ch was in contact with the outer jacket of the ceLl

and insulated from t,he surroundings. A fl-ow of dry Nz

was maintained over the surface of the cell- al low

temperature to minimise condensation and frostj-ng.

{

¡

J:t
$
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{

Þ*Since the rates observed vJere for a thermal process

of relaxation back to the photostationary state ( rather

than for a photochernical step) a plot of loe(k) versus r/T
gave Ea/2.303R, where Ea j-s the activation energy (or AH*)

and R the gas constant ( figure 3.3.7 ) . The Gibbs free

energy of activation aL any temperature is given by

AG -RTln ( k ) + RTln (
KT
ï-

#

Once a least squares line had been fitted to the

experimentally observed values of log(X) versus I/T the

slope gave Ea ( ¡H/Ê = Ea .5g) , and the intercept and

slope allowed a consistent value of x2s to be determined.

The enthalpy of activation lHlrgwas determined by use of

the equation 
^HfÊ 

= Ea .59kcal- mol-.1 Since

AG/É = aH/É TAS/É, aS// could then be cal-cul-ated. The

actj-vation parameters determlned in toLuene and thf
solutions are given in table 3.3.1.

The negative val-ues for AS/'n of around 18 J mol-r

K- t , suggested that an associative or Ip mechanism was

involved in the recovery process. The val-ues of AH/É

which l^¡ere all around 1O kJ moÌ- r luere indicatlve of a

dissociative or an ID reaction mechanism.

Two factors weighed against the theory that an

associative mechanism was invol-ved

( t ) The recovery processes observed following flash
photolysis under a dinitrogen atmosphere had

essentially the same nates as did the recovery

processes in C0 saturated solvent.

(2) AshwoodT had observed that the rate of the recovery

processes observed in the Mo ( N, ) , ( dppe ) , system

I
I'
¡
,l

ll
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Plot of log k versus I/T for relaxation
process observed following flash photolysis
of W(Nz)z(dppe)2. The sloPe gives
Ea/2.303R. Fast Process .
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Tol-uene

Tab1e 3.3 .1

Slow
Thf

Ea kcal mol-

kJ mol-l

]x2s sec-r

I

I

-l

-1 I
I

Fast

l_0.4

43 .4

2.55 x 102

14. 1

62.9

9.8
40.9

-r7.6
-lJ.o

Fast Slow

12,2

5r.2

1.88

IT .L

7r.4

1r.6
4g,T

-18.2
-76,

AG
#

JL

AHTi.

AS tþ

kcal mol-
_1kJ mol

kcal mol
_1

KJ MOI

cal mol
_1!J mol

K

K

H
Or
F

3.I2 x 102

58.7

14.0

8.7

36 .4

-r7 .9
-74.8

9.3
38.9

2.09

11.3

47 .t

17 .1

7r.6

10.7

44.6

-ZL. O

-90 .4
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(2) ( Continued )

did not appear to be markedly dependent upon INz]sofv.
A similar observation was made in this work pertaining
to the effect of p[Nz] upon reaction rates fon

Vü(Nz)z(dppe)2.

tþThe negative values of AS seemed to indicate that the

rate of the reaction was not controlIed by a dissoclative
step, however, this simplistic view is not necessarily
correct.

]LIf 
^S" 

hras equal to zero, and Ea as observed,

values of kr and kz for hr(N2)z(dppe)z would lie in the

range 10't -' lOs sec-1. The fact that the rates observed

were much slower than thÍs indicated that the reaction
rates were limited by entropy , LhaL is, an ordered

transition state was necessary for the reactions to proceed,

This suggested that there !'tas a geometric condÍtion which

needed to be fulfilled before the reacti-on could occur.

This possibly meanL that an incoming ligand needed to be

oriented in a certain I\Iay rel-ative to the metal centre or

that the solvent moiety which was lost from the

coordination sphere may have only been abl-e to escape from

the sterically hindering dppe ligands in a certain direction
or orientation.

The values of Ea (? 50 kJ mol-r) indicated that the

solvent moiety was not tightly bound to the metal centre,
if the solvated i-ntermediate existed. An alternative
hypothesis is that sol-vent was not coordinated to the

metal- cenLre, 'and that the intermediates observed were

four and five coordinate, 14 and 16 electron, complexes.
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This appeared to be unlikeJ-y, but the simil-arity of

observed rates and actlvation parameters* in thfr benzene

and toluene, suggested that the intermedj-ate lJas not a

solvated moiety t o? that the solvent did not pfay an

important part in the rate determining step r oP that thf
and toluene bound in simil-ar ways to the metal centre.

In an attempt to determine whether a radical
change of solvent would induce a change in the observed

rate, it was found that W(Nz)z(dppe)z in thfldmso (t:3)**

underwent the changes in absorbance illustrated in
figure 3.3.8. The initial rapid decrease in absorbance

$ras fol-lowed by a step which resulted in a further
decLine of absorbance, with a rate of ca. .06 mol-r sec-r.
This process would not have been observed unless for some

reasons Nz could nol recombine with the active intermediate.
If the intermediate was a four coordinate species then the

reaction should have occurred resulting in the normally

observed recovery processes. The proportion which

reacted with dmso in this case should have been equal to
kz/(kt + ke) = 3.8%,

dmso
kg W(dmso) (solv) (dppe) z (?)hl(solv)z(dppe)z

krl*,
!'l (Nz ) ( dppe ) (so1v )

kzlt,
hl(Nz)2(dppe)z

I
lrl(dmso)z(dppe)z

lÊ For thf and toluene.

W(Nz )z (dppe)z is not soluble to any appreciabJ-e extent
in dmso al-one.

rç lÊ
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However, if a reasonabl-e proportion of the

initially formed intermediate contained coordinated dmso

it is probable that the reaction path followed from that
point onwards would differ greatly from that followed in
thf or toluene, due to the highly coordinating nature of
dmso

The conclusion reached from thÍs experiment 'hlas that
in all probability the active intermedj-ate was solvated t

and that in dmso,/thf solution dmso is coordinated to the

metal centre. In the presence of thf, benzene or toluenet

the solvent was then lost by an Td type mechanismr where

there i-s a concomitant loss of solvent and gain of N z (or

any other incoming group. ) See figure 3 .3.9.

3.3.4 Probable Reaction Mechanism

The concl-usions drawn from the flash photolysis
experiments described above vlere:

(t) Visible light irradiation labi1j-sed two dinltrogen
ligands.

(2) The intermediate formed was a six coordinate solvated

species .

(3) The ligands vüere recovered fnom dinitrogen saturated

solution in two distinct steps r which each involved
an I¡ mechanism.

(4) Alkyl halides reacted with the species

ll(Nz ) (so1v) (dppe) z in competition with Nz.



FiEure 3.3.9

M(Nz)z(dppe)z hv- +-+ M(dppe)z(so1v)z+2Nz

+ Nz Nz

t
solv I

r

I
M ( dppe

t
Nzl

I

I
M(Nz) (

->

+

solv

solv (slow)

z(solv) + solv

( fast )

ppe)z(solv)

RX

-RX

\.

d

RXM(Nz)(dppe)z + M(Nz ) (dppe) z

- soL

+Nz

P
o\\o
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3.4.1 ttN, exchange mechanism

The hypothesis that l,rr(Nz )z (dppe) z r when excited by

light released two dinitrogen ligands simultaneouslyr and

then (in Nz saturated solvent) regained these ligands in
two consecutive steps was central to the interpretation
placed upon the above results. Therefore, it vüas Seen to

be imperative that this hypothesis was tested in some

critical vÍay. Three techniques I¡Iere utilized;
ilflash 1abe11ing" (discussed above), preparation of a

product in vacuo, and the kinetics of (l sNz )1,Ù(l aNz 
)

formation in retation to (t$Nz)w(l+Nz) when a solution of

!ü( I sNz )z (dppe )z ulas irradiated under an atmosphere of t uNr.

1 Fl-ash labellin

As has been discussed above, the discovery that the

isotopomer ( ttNz)!ü( ttNr) (dppe)z could be detected after
flash photolysis (by one fl-ash) of lrl(Nz)2(dppe)z under
t tN, led to the hypothesis that two tigands v'rere exchanged

upon one excitation.

(2) Preparalive techniq ue s

As has been discussed above,' when some alky1 halide

was present during flash photolysis, the initial rapid
process, attributed to the reaction

!'l(solv)2 (dppe)z + Nz 

-> 

!'l(Nz )(solv)(dppe)z

vüas unchanged, while the second slower process v,ras disrupted.
However, in argon saturated thf neither fast nor slow

process was observed. In other words, N2 appeared to be

essential for the recovery processes. Since the int,ermediate

l'l(Nz)(solv)(dppe)z üIas believed to be the active species
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towards attack by RX, it would appear that for the

react ion

I'l(Nz)z(dppe)z + RBr BrW(NzR)(dppe)z

the percentage yield should decrease significantly if the

formation of the intermediate !üNz (soLv) (dppe)z 1^¡as

retarded by a low concentration of Nz. Qbviously, under

the reaction conditions used some Nz would be present,

produced by the photolysis of W(Nz ) z (dppe) z. Dinitrogen

is present in thf (under I atmosphere of dinitrogen gas)

aE a concentration of ca, .OO7 M.lÉ If (as was the

procedure) ,4 g of I¡,¡(Nz )z (dppe)z v,ras photolysed in loo .t3

of thf (.4 lnoles in .1 litre) a final- Nz concentration of

.01 M would be attained unless some dinitrogen left the

solvent, into the vessel- containing the reaction mixture.

This vüas taken into account in planning the

preparative experiment, and thus the following procedure

was adopted. hl(Nz)z(dppe)z (374 mg) I¡Ias placed in a

5OO ml fl-ask with a magnetic stirrer, the flask was

attached to the thf soLvent sti1l and evacuated for
ca. 30 minutes. Thf (ca. l0O cm3 , Argon saturated) was

added, followed by .5 cm3 of 2,2-bromomethylpropane

( t-butyl bromide ) . The resulting mixture was stirred
under Argon in the dark to affect dissolution of the

dinitrogen complex. The flask was t,hen evacuatedr shaken

lo partial_ly degas the thf (of Argon) and reevacuated.

The flask was then exposed to light ( 100 Irù mirror backed

flood 1amp) for 2L hours. During this time the flask
was evacuated every thirty minutes. At the end of

2U hours the sol-ution was a straw colour, characterislic

åÊ See Chapter 4 for measurement of Nz solubility in thf.
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of t,he hydrazido (2- ) complex . Yield . 13 8 r 29%. This hlas

a considerable reduction of percentage yield when

compared to the reaction carried out under a dinitrogen

atmosphere, (ca. 70%) .

A similar experiment was carried out on a far

small-er scale , by us j-ng I H n . m. r. to monitor progress of

the photochemical- reaction of lrl(Nz )z (dppe)z with

l-brOmObUtane under Nz or vacuum. Two sealed n'm'r'
tubes $¡ere prepared, each containing ca' 3 mg of complex

and ca. 1 mI of CsDs which contai-ned 1.5 U litre of

1-bromobutane . An initial spectrum was recorded, and

then spectra taken after irradi-ation by visible light
had proceeded for some time. (Both tubes vüere exposed to

dif fuse light for the same time. ) The sol-ution in the

tube sealed under Nz turned a light yeIlow colour

characteristic of BrW(NzBu)(dppe)zr whil-e the tube sealed

Under vacuum became a redder/orange, characteristic of
WArr(dppe)2. The final- n.m.r. spectra víere

appreciably diffenent. (Figure 3.4.1)
Furthermore, the n.m.r. tube sealed under vacuum

rapidly became contaminated with paramagnetic impurities.
This behaviour r^ras observed in two independent experi-mental

runs.
It was felt

with the mechanism

that these resu]ts were in accordance

hypothes ised .

3 Kinet ics of label-11n

Two posslble mechanisms involved Ín dinitrogen

l-igand exchange are:
hv(A) W(Nz)z(dPPe)z I,tr(Nz)(dppe)z + Nz



FIGURE 3.4.la rH nmr spectrum of product of reactlon of t'l(Nz)z(dppe)z with
nBuBr under Nz.

P
-.1
(^)
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Chemical shift (ppm)

FIGURE 3.4.Ib tH nmr spectrum of product of reactlon of I,,I(Nz)z(dppe)z with n-BuBr

02I

P
-t¡'under vacuum.
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and

(B) !ù(Nz)z(dppe)z A lrr(dppe)z + 2Nz.

If isotopic substitution reactions are carried out,
by ubing tuN, (or'h2 with ttN, labell-ed complex) these two

formation of
mechanisms give rise to different reLative rates ofnsingly
and doubly label1ed isotopomers.

This effect is most noticeable if a high concentration
of the substituting species is maintained during the course

of the reacti-on. Accordingly r âh experiment hlas carried
out in the following vüay 

irradiating and
A sample of t'l(r sNz ) z (dppe)z was prepared by, exposihg

a solution bf I,'f(Nz)z(dppe)z to a fresh aliquot of ttN,

three times. The f inal- atmosphere used ütas approximately

98% r sN-r sN.

This procedure produced predominantly Inl(r sN-r sN) z (dppe)2.

the solution of this isotopomer was then exposed to an

atmosphere of 
ttN2 under control-1ed ill-umination. the't\z

( dry, high purity ' oxygen free ) was bubbled through the

solution. Aliquots were periodically withdrawn and the

infra red spectrum of the solution determined as a function
of time.

A plot of [],ü(lsNz)(raNz)(dppe)z] (flgure 3,4.2) and

tl^l ((12 ) z (dppe ) z I against time showed no induction period f or

tl^l('filz)z(dppe)zl, and also showed a rapid increase in
fW¿ft2)z(dppe)zl with no great j-ncrease in Ii,J(IsN.)¿fr2)(dppe)z].

If mêchanism A (above) was correct, any !,1('ftr)r(dppe)z

would have been formed by a two step reactionr €.8.

'4N, + w(tuN,), hv, hr(ttl¡rlíftrl + ttNr,

'lN, + !'l(ttNz) hv, w('frr), + ttN,



FIGURE 3.4.2 Infrared spectra showing reactj-on
between t *N, gas and V'l ( I uNz ) z (dppe ) z
in thf solutj-on. The peak at l-876
cm-l corresponds to W( I sNz ) z (dppe) z,
that at ca. 19OO cm-r to
Inl( rsNe) ( tuNr) (dppe)z and the peak
al Lg4o cm-r to !rl(rqNz)z(dppe)2.

Note that the formation of
!'l(rhNz)z(dppe)z does not appear to
require I^I(r sNz )( t nN, )(dppe) z

formation first.
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If mechanism B was correct
formed dlrectly from W(dPPe)z and

lü(rsNr)z + l*, hu,

TT7

z)z(dPPe)z could be

in the solvent, e.g.

z)z + tuNr.

wavelength

for a simple

to that for

W
I
(

tt
Nï/'l

fi
,4N,

,
(

These mechanisms result in different rates of

formation of W(Nz ) z (dpPe) z:

For mechanism A dttr('fr, ), (dppe) z l*Q' [lù( t tN, ), ]'
dt

while for mechani-sm B rate *QIlrl(rsNz)z)

Since O at constant temperature r pressure and

is a constant the rate for A reduces to that

second order reaction, the rate for B reduces

a first orOér reaction.*
A plot of experimentall-y observed

1og (ft^t¿ît r¡r1fj.nal-tw('ilr)lt) versus t was found to be

linear, ( flgure 3.4.3 ) . Thus the formation of

W¿|f!r)2(dppe)z from ltr( ttNz)z(dppe)z in'tvz saturated thf
was observed

hypothes ised

to be a first order reaction, which supports

mechanism B.

l¿" It has been noted above that light catalysed reactions
are normaJ-ly zero order in substrate, rate relying
purely on Qlabs. However, Iabs may depend upon
ðonceñtratioñl- In the circumstance where A+B+C and
A, B and C have sensibly identical- spectra aL the
irradiating wavelengths

-Aaabs

-Arabs

cc ro

Ofr SanCe eA eg eC cc ro

A
absNow C4 + Cg + Cç constant, I G cA
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3.5 Emlssion studies:

lrlhile flash photolysis results showed what happened

to !ù(Nz )z (dppe)z i-n solution when irradi-ated by light in

the time domain from l0 microseconds after the fl-ash to

seconds after the flash, little could be determined

concerning the properties of the initially formed excited

state. In an attempt to investigate the time domai-n

5 nanoseconds to 10 mlcroseconds after irradiation, laser

excited emission studies were undertaken on frozen benzene

solutions of !ù(Nz)z(dppe)2. The laser used (pulsed

nitrogen laser, Lambda Physik M1004) had a pulse width of

2ns, timing, jitter reduced the resol-ution to 5ns.

Emission from the frozen solution I^IaS studied using a

Bausch and Lomb high intensity monochromator and

photomultiplier electronics monitored by a gated

integrator ( Princeton Applied Research Type 163 ) I âs

described by Thornton and Laurence.6

Some emission was detected aE 600 ! 20 nm with

a lifet j-me of ca. 80 nanoseconds, however this coul-d al-so

be obtained from a frozen solution of dppe in benzene.

No other emissi-on couLd be found.

3.6 Conclusion

The combination of isotopic l-abelling experiments

and flash phololysis clearly estabÌished that the following

mechanism occurs upon irradiation of benzener tol-uene or

thf solutions bY visible 1ight.

!'l(dppe)z(solv)z
+Nz

W(Nz)z(.dppe)z hv
-2N z

lrl(Nz)(dppe)zsoLv
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It r^ras also shov¡n that !tr(Nz ) (dppe)esolv was the reactive

species in the light ca|*alysed reaction between

!'l (Nz ) z (dppe ) z and a1ky1 halides .

Quantum yield determination for the reaction with

alkyl halides suggested that the limiting quantum yield
for the reaction j-n general vüas câ, ,4 to ,45,

The results of this project have been para11eI to

resul-ts obtained by Ashwood and Laurence in the

Mo(Nr)2(dppe)z system, with the exception that Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z

undergoes a thermal reaction in addition to the light
catalysed reactions. Activation parameters for the recovery

process observed in the molybdenum system were comparable

to those observed in thÍs Proiect.

i

il

i

I

I

t,
$

fl
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4.0 Materials and methods

4.r.1 S ntheses

(a) TunEsten Hexachloride

I¡rlCLe I^Ias obtained from Merck or B.D.H.r or else was

produced by the method of Lefl-er and Penque. I In the

latter case tungstên metal was heated to reflux in thionyl
chl-oride for 4 hours, filtered off under Nz, washed with

CCl'r, and dried in vacuo. The tungsten was then

transferred t,o the silica reacti-on tube of the apparatus

described by Leffier and Penque. r The tungsten vlas

heated to ca. 400oC and a current of dry dinitrogen
t

passed over the metal. This was followed after 30

mlnutes by a stream of chlorine/Nz mixture. The

temperature of the tube furnace around the reaction tube

was increased to ca . 500 o C . Sol id !'lC1 e condensed in the

cyclone at the end of the reaction tube and was collected
in a flask below.

Analys is

,l

t
iÞ-

I

I

t

t
i

I

I
I

I

tIr

Titration for C]-

l,rcls is 53.æ%31/áou""o in4'

commerci-a11y obtained V'lCl- e

considerable quanti-ties of

ofound 53 , 241, theoretical for
this way was purer than

which ütas found to contain
oxychlonide.

(b) 1, 2 bis diphenvl phosPhino ethane

Dppe was either produced by the method of Chatt

and Hart2 or obtained from Strem Chemical- Corporation.
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(c) Tu E S ten(IV)bis triphenvl p hosohine ) tetrachl-oride

The preparation of t'lCl+ (P0s )z ulas based on that

reported by Chatt et âI,3 16 g of !'lCls (50 mmol ìt

22 g PÖs (84 m mole), and 20 g of z.rnc rrvÍool-" åtbfaceO

in a schlenck flask which 1^ras connected to the QHzCIz

solvent still and evacuated f,or 20 to 30 minutes. Dry t

freshly distilted dichl-oromethane was added and a stream

of dinitrogen passed through the flask while it v¡as

shaken for 1O minutes. The orange/ye1low precipitate

which formed üras collected in a schlenck filter e't'i*te , and

washed with a sma]l volume of CHzCIz, and dried ìn vacuo'

Yield ca. L8 Br 2I mmol 53%,

(d) Tunssten(IV) (1 ,2,bisdiphen lphos phinoethane ) tetrachloride

The preparation of wcladppe was also based on that

reported by Chatt et âf,3 18 g of tüClt(P4e)z and B'./,to'å"

rárere placed in a 250 .,n3 f lask with a magnetic bar Stirrer,

the flask attached to the toluene solvent still and

evacuated for cêt, 20 to 30 minutes. Dryr dinitrogen

saturated toluene ( 100 "*3 ) was added fol-lowed by a

dinÍtrogen atmosphere . The suspension of lrlCL,* ( P 0s ) z was

heated at ca. TsoC with vigorous stinring for ca' 2 hours

during which time Ít turned green. The green product was

collected on a schlenck fil-ter ^Ë*elr, washed with dry

hexane (dried over Callz) and dried in vacuo'

Yield ca. 15 Br 20,6 mmol ¡ 96%.
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(e) Tu sten(0)bis( dinitrosen)bis(1' 2, bisdlphenvlphos ph ino-

ethane )

The preparation of I,'t(itlz ) z (dppe )z which vüas based

on that reported by Chatt et â1 3 , required the use of

carefully dried apparatus and gases. In the procedure

used 15 g lICl+ dppe, 8.5 g dppe, 25 g Mg turnings and a

magnetic bar stirrer vüere placed in a 2 litre three necked

flask, which was attached to the thf solvent stil1 and

evacuated for 20 to 30 minutes. At the end of that time

thf ( ca. 500 cm3 t ¡ was introduced into the fl-ask followed

by a dinitrogen atmosphere. A flow of dinitrogen was

maintained ,over the mixture while it I^IaS stirred vigorously

for 3 to 15 hours. A coil condenser was fitted to minimise

solvent loss durlng this time. If necessary a crystal of

iodine was added to start the reduction. The green

coLoured suspensi-on turned dark red/brov,In within a few

minutes or¡ce the reduction had started, and the suspension

became quite warm.

The sol-ution was fil-tered and orange crystals of

the product obtained by reduclng the volume to ca, 50%

Ín vacuo. The complex üraS recrystal-lised by temperature

gradient from thf, generally 3 to 4 times.

The uv/visibLe spectrum of the product hlas used

as a general measure of PuritY. Analvsis: Theoretical-

5.4% N, 4.66% H' 60,2% c. Foundz 5,3% N' 4.1% H' 59'7% c'

(f ) trans-I,ü(C0)z( dooe ) z

The novel complex trans-lü (C0 ) z (dppe ) z ulas

produced in the following way. hl(Nz )2 (dppe)z (.5 g) was

placed j-n a 250 cm3 flask, with a magnetic stirrer, and
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attached to the thf solvent stiIl. The flask was

evacuated ( ca . 30 minutes ) and thf (60 crn3 ì introduced

The reaction mixture was cooled to OoC in an ice water

bath. An atmosphere of C0 (Matheson-CIGr dried over

CaClz followed by Pz0s ) was introduced into the reaction

vessel and the solution stirred vigorously. The reaction

mixture was irradiated by using a 100 lrl tungsten filament

mirror backed lamp for 3 hours, and then the sol-ution was

reduced to ca. t5 cm3 in vacuo. The temperature of the

solutj-on was maintained at 0oC during the entire course

of the reaction. A ye11ow microcrystalLine substance was

produced on leavi-ng the solution aL ca' 0o for 4-5 hours'

The product ü¡as collected under a dinitrogen atmosphere

in a schlenck filter stick, and dried in vacuo.

Yield .43 Br 86%. The complex üras characterised as being

the trans by the use of infra red spectroscopyr and was

analysed for elemental composition as the cjs isomer.

ci s-l¡'l ( C0 d ê

The cis isomer of the carbonyl complex üIas produced

either from the xrans isomer or from the dinitrogen complex.

rn the l-atter case !l(Nz )z (dppe)z ( .5 8r '5 mmol- ) was placed

in a 25O mI ftask with a magnetic bar stirrer and attached

to the thf solvent stil-l. The flask I^Ias evacuated for
ca. 30 minutes, and then thf (ca. 60 etn3 ) introduced

followed by a dinitrogen atmosphere. The atmosphere of N2

was replaced by CO(Matheson-CIG, drled over CaClz then Pz0s)

and the solution stirred vigorously. The reaction mixture

was irradiated using a 100 hl tungsten mirror backed lamp

for 3 hours, and then stirred aL 30oC for I hour. The

solvent was then reduced to 15 cm3, in vacuo, and the product
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crystall-ised on standing in a refrigeraLor for 4-5 hours.

The pale yellow microcrystal-line product uras collected

using a schlenck filter stick under a dinitrogen
atmosphere and dried in vacuo. Yield ,4 8r BO%, The

isomeric purity was checked by use of infra red

spectroscopy.

Elemental anal-ysis: Theoreticalz 62.56% C, 0.0% N' 4.67% H

Found: 64,24% Cr 0.01% Nr 5.06% H

h IrtH (o ê

The hydride compl_ex ü¡as produced by direct reaction

of Hz and the dinitrogen complex . Ca . ,4 g of !'l ( N, I dppe ) z

and a magnetic bar stirrer vüere placed in a 250 cm3 fIask,
which was' attached to the thf solvent sti1l and evacuated

for ca. 30 minutes. Thf ( 40 cn3 ) was introduced into the

flask foll-owed by a dinitrogen atmosphere. The atmosphere

!üaS then fl-ushed al^Jay by a stream of Hz (dried over CaCIz¡

PzOs and molecular sieves ) I and the solution was stirred
vigorously. The reaction mixture was thermostatted at

35oC in a water bath and irradiated using two tungsten

filament 100 hI lamps for 3 hours. Duning the coul's€: of

the reaction the solution turned pale ye11ow. At the

end of this time the solution was reduced in volume

in vacuo and the yellow microcrystal-Iine product

col-lected in a schl-enck filter stick under a dinitrogen

atmosphere. The product hlas washed with hexane and

dried in vacuo.. Yiel-d, ,32 8r 79%,

Analysis: Theoretical: O?å Nr 5.33% H' 63,5% C

Foundz Q% N' 5.22% H, 62.4% C
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4 .I.2 Gases

a Isoto icall- labelled dinitro en

Dry oxygen free t tN, was prepared from I sNH,rcl

using the method of Glasscock.4

Fresh NaOBr ltas prepared in solution by reacting

2OO g NaOH in 300 crn3 .HzO wit,h 60 cm3 Brzt while maintaining

the temperature between -5oC and 0oC. After the bromine

was sIow1y added the solution was then stinred for t hour

at ca, -5oC. A 40 crn3 aliquot of this stock NaOBr was

reacted with a solution of 250 mg rsNH,*CL. The sol-utions

vüere placed in two flasks on a vacuum line, arranged So

that the cohtents coul-d be mixed by rotating the ground

glass joints. The sol-ution of r sNH,*Cl vüas acidified with

dilute HzSO+. A grain of KI \^Ias also added to minimi-se

oxygen generation.
The solutions üIere degassed using four

freeze/pump/thaw cycles and then carefully mixed and

stlrred with a magnetic trffearr. The vacuum line had a

gas burrette attached which all-owed €fre progress of the

reaction to be monitored. One hour after mixing had taken

place the solution WaS frozen, and permanent gases removed

to a separate vessel using a toepler pump. The reaction

vessels vüere removed from the vacuum l-ine and replaced

with two vessels containing pyrogallic acid and an argon

saturated solution of sodium hydroxide. The vessels were

degassed by four freeze/pump,/thaw cycles and the contents

mj-xed. The atmosphere produced earlier was introduced and

the al-kal-ine pyrogalJ-o1 sol-ution stirred vigorously.
After 2 hours the sol-ution was frozen and the remaining



permanent gases

previously been

IB8

returned to the storage vessel which had

pumped out (to l-ess than .001 Torr ) .

(b) Dinitrogen

Dry, high purity dinitrogen hlas used as supplied by

Commercial and Industrial Gases.

(c) ArEon

Argon (hieh PuritY
Commercial and Industrial

grade ) was used as supplied by

Gases .

(d) Carbon Monoxide

Carbgn monoxide was supplied by l'{atheson-CÏG.

(e) Nitrous oxide

Nitrous oxíde (BP) I^Ias supplied by Commercial- and

Industrial Gases. It vüas further purified by freezi-ng

and subliming under vacuum after drying with Pz0s.

4.1.3 Solvents

All sol-vents used vüeI'e dried and distilled under

dinitrogen prior to use.

Thf lvas distilled twice, once from calcium hydride

and then from sodium benzophenone.

Toluene Ì^Ias distil-l-ed from sodium benzophenone.

Benzene vüas distill-ed from cal-cium hydride.
Dichloromethane was distilled from Pz0s.

DI',ISO was distilled from molecular sieves which had

previously been baked out aL ca, 150oC in vacuo.

Small- quantities of solvents such as thf or benzene

were distilled when requlred in vacuo from LiAIH+.
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Methanol I^Jas distilled from a solution of

magnesium methoxide.

4.2 Spectral measurements

4 ,2.r Infra red sp ectros copv

Infra red spectra vlere recorded using a Perkin-Elmer

model 457 grating spectrophotometer (4OOO-250 cm-r). Nujol

mulls between KBr or NaCl- plates, KBr discs and solutions

in demountabie KBr solution cel1s v'rere used.

4 .2.2 Ul traviol etlVi s ibI e spec t ros coDV

Routi_ne spectra vùere récorded on a varian 635 dual

beam spectrophotometer.
Accurate measurements ü¡ere carried out usi-ng

Zeiss OR-50 dual beam spectrophotometer.

4 .2.3 Nucl-ear Magnetic Resonance Sp ectros copy

Four nmr spectrometer s l^Iere used:

(a) A Varian T-60 spectrometer r I^Ias used for 60 MHz

continuous wave lH sPectra.

(b) A Bruker HX-90 Spectrometer Ì^Ias used to obLain

36,435 MHz 3rP spectra, 22,63 YIHz r3C spectra and

90 MHz rH spectra (al1 as pulse fourier transform

spectra ) .

(c) A Bruker Hx-270 spectrometer üIas used to obtain

270 lt1z rH spectra and 67.89 r 3C spectra.

(d ) A Bruker I¡IP-BO spectrometer was used to

the spectra of solutions undergoing reaction

sealed tubes (section 3.4.l- ) .

measure

in
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4. 2.4 Mass SPectro S CODV

(a)

us ing
Mass

two

spectra of gaseous complexes l^tere obtained

spectrometers.

(i) An Hitachi- Perkin-Elmer RMUTD double focus mass

e spectrometer was used for samples of a

reasonaþle size (10 cm3 at STP) '

(ii) A MSlo sPectrometer

inlet train was used for
with a very small gas

smatt samples (tcm3 at STP).

Service, M€lbourne.

(b)

using

4.3.r

Mass spectra of non gaseous materials ütere obtained

an AEI MS30.

Mi croanalvses

N, 0 and P were carried outMicroanalYsis for C, H

by the Australian AnalYtical

4 .3.2 We Íshts

Quantities greater than approximately 20 mg were

weighed on a Mettl-er fi-ve decimal place balance. A

cahn Model 10 el-ectrobalance was used for samples weighing

Iess than 20 fig.

4.4.r Solub i1 i ty of Nz in thf

At times an estimate of the solubility of N z in thf

ü¡as needed, in order to compare concentrations of reactants.

It was found that while values for the solubility of Nz in

benzene were reported in the literature, no value could be

found for Nz in thf.
The technique described by Clevere and Battinos was

used to measure the solubility of Nz in thf. The apparatus
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illustrated in figure 4,4,1 was used, connected via a

gas burette to a vacuum line. Bulb A vüas filled with

degassed thf (distilled under argon and then degassed by

freeze r pump, thaw cycles ) , and the left hand side of the

apparatus fiIled with thf saturated nitrogen at I
atmosphere total pressure. A slight excess of liquid thf
v¡as added to ensure that the nitrogen was saturated with

thf vapor.
Tap I was then opened to a1low the degassed thf to

f low into bulb B, and tap 2 vüas opened to al-low nitrogen

to flow into bulb A. Each bulb contained a magnetic
trf leatt stirrer, which I^Ias used to agitate the thf . The

pressure v,¡as maintained al I atmosphere by manipulating

the gas burette mercury reservoir, and the change in gas

volume noted. It was found that a vol-ume of 130 cn3 of

thf would dissolve approximately 21 crn3 of dinitrogen gas

at 1 atmosphere total pressure, àt 25oC. (pNz wâs less

than 1 atmosphere due to t,he vapor pressure of thf . )

This gives a value of .16 cm3 Nz gas/I cm3 thf
liquid r or, in l- litre of thf 160 crn3 of Nz . ThÌs gives

the va.lue of tNe I = f ,I x 1O-3 molar in thf at 25oC under

an atmosphere of thf vapor and nitrogen with a total-

pressure of 1 atmosphere.
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fill bulb A with
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Tap 2

Tap I
r Flea il
st irrer

Apparatus used to measure solubility of
Nz in thf.F]GURE 4.4.1
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Bulb B

a

Bulb A
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APPENDÏX A

Crvs taI and molecular structure of !'l(H¡)(dppe),

Two crystals of the putative !'l(H+ ) (dppe)z were

selected which had sharp extinctions under the crossed

polars of a polarised light microscope. These I^Iere

mounted with the axes of rotation paral-l-el to a* and bl(

respectively, and used for precession photographs.

Cell parameters found l^Iere:

.* = .o5l Â.-t

brË = .098 fi- t

"* = .039 fi- t

ggo' = rþ" = 90.0o

ß* = 87 .92o

The following conditions for reflection were observed:

h01 h+l=2n h=Zn

hll- h+l =2n

0k1 I=Zn

1k1 L=2n+I

hkO h=Zn

hkl h=2n+l_

These conditions can be summarised as:

h+1=Znfora1lhkl
h = 2n for h01,

Bd̂

AXCS

A]

or

and

and are consistent with the monoclinic space group

BZ/a. (I,¡ith a suitable change in nomenclature of
directions this space group can also be viewed as

( See figure 4.1 ) .

P Dtn'c or



FIGURE A. I Unit cel1 of B. viewed as Pc or Pn also.
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The crystal used for precession work which blas

mounted para1le1 to bx v,ras transferred to a STOE two

circl-e diffractometer and the Ìattice parameters refined.

This process gave: a = 19.43 Å, b = l-0.223 Â, c = 25.456 Â,

$ = 92.O8o, V = 505.6 43.

Seven levels of data vlere collected (frOf to h61)

using two crystals, as severe decomposition ( ca. 10% per

level) occurred during data collection. Leve]s 0 and 1 were

collected using crystal I and leve]s 2 through 6 using

crystal 2. Both crystals hlere mounted parallel to blç. Data

from the two crystals Ì^IaS normalised by observing the

reflection 902 before and afler the recording of each l-evel.

Data r^ras collected using the scan/prescan techniquer and

2786 refl-ections were measured. The data ( in the form of

paper tape ) was then read into a cDc 6400 computer for
processing. Program AUPTP v.Ias used to read the paper tapes

and to check for background imbalances due to misal-ignment

or twinning of the cfystal. AUPTP al-so checked the

variation in standard refl-ection intensity durlng each

Ieve]. Program AULAC hlas then used to scale each layer,

no absorption corrections were applied and individual
reflections were not corrected at this Stage to account

for crystal decomposition. The scal-e factors applied are

listed below.

h01 11.905

h1l 13.930

h2r 1.000

h31 ]. 062

h41 L362
h51 1.40

h61 r.49
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A Patterson synthesis was created using

FORDAPB and the tungsten atom located from the

!ù-!'l yector of t0 .5x t .2934y , 0.02,

Since in Ba equi-valent positions are x y

x*4 t z, x t z+L and x+b y z*4, he y coordinate

set to ,1467. P-W vectors were located with:

program

int ens e

z,

for !'l was

1. 6x = .1L75 AY = 0.0 
^z = 0.03928

2. 
^x 

r -¡0574 Ay = 0.0 Az = 0'0834

These two phosphorous atoms and the central tungsten

were input to program FOURFLS which refined the coordinates

of these atoms. A difference map was then calculatedt

using FORDA?!. Successive cycl-es of FOURFLS and FQRDAPB

enabled one tungsten, four phosphorous and fifty two

carbon atoms to be l-ocated. However, temperature factors

of many of the atoms hlere not within a reasonabl-e range t

and although the basic form of the dppe ligands around t'he

central metat atom was quite apparent r Some sections of

the phenyl rings coul-d not be foundr or else contained

anomalous bond lengths or angles. This l^tas probably due

in part to the decomposition of the complex during data

collection, and in part to disorder within the lattice'

This disorder woul-d be expected sj-nce the molecule has a

spheri.cal shape, with no outstanding differences between

diffenent orientatj-ons. At the end of this stage of 
t

refinement Rw = 0.1048.

since some of the phenyl rings woul-d not refine it

,r^ras 
decided to use program SHELX which al-lowed the

insertion of rigid groups such as phenyl rings and the

refinement of such groups as one entity. At the same
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group Pc. Positions
into positions in Pc
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the reflections hlas changed to space

in the space group Ba b¡ere transformed

by using the matrix

lxzy zzz) Ixryrzr ] 201-
010
001

0.5 0 0

0.0 1 0

-0.5 0 I

SÍmilarly the refl-ections were reindexed using:

Ihzk zIz) Ihrkrlr]

The output of program AUPTP ( indexed as for B" )

was read into a program which converted the indexes using

the above matrix operation, and also corrected the

intensities for interJ-ayer and intralayer changes in

intensit,y due to decomposition of the crystal, and

changing the crystal. For Pc the neI^I cell- parameters

became a = 16.29, b = 10,223, c = 25.456; I = 143'416'

sHELX was then used to read the output from the

reindexing program in order to generate a Patterson

synthesis. The strongest peak (other than unit ceIl

transl-ations) was observed at x - 0r y =,21L¡ z ='5'
Since P has equivalent positions x¡Vsz and xri,z+L' the

tungsten atom was allocated coordinates x = 0.5 r

y = ,:-355 ¡ z = .25. A difference map was then generated

andthefourlphosphorusatomslocatedwiththeSame
coordinates as previousl-y determined. A further
difference map al-lowed the bridging carbon atoms of the
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dppe to be locatedr âs well as parts of some phenyl- rÍngs.

These rings were found to have sensibly the same

coordinates as previously found using FOURFLS and F0RDAPB.

Accordingly the coordinates of the complete rings found

previously üIere used, and these rings refined as rigid
groups. A molecule of solvent of crystallisation (benzene)

was found in the lattice bY SHELX.

Further refinement allowed seven phenyl rings to

be located, but the temperature factors of the atoms woul,d

not refine to a reasonabl-e value, and the n factor could not

be refined to any better than Rw = .136. Accordinglyr it
vüas assumed,that the combination of crystal decompositiont

and lattice disorder had resul-ted in poor reflectj-on data

quality. The refi-nement of the structure was left at this
stage and no protons were assigned positions.

Notwithstanding the poor R factor, it was possibte

to determine two things about the structure:

(a) The metal centre I^Ias only ligated by phosphorus

from dppe and other atoms which were lighter than

carbon.
(b) The general shape of the ligating phosphines was

similary to ^that observed by Guggenberger for
Mo ( Ho ) (cH¡ (c6H6 ) zP) +.r

From these two observations Ít was possible to come

to the conclusion that the complex being studied vras

almost certainly !ü(H'f ) (dppe ) z and not some species

generated by photochemical labilisation of the phosphine

Iigand.
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APPENDIX B

V'lhen a molecule containing an element with more than

one naturally occurring element (with a non trivial natural
abundance) is subjected to mass spectral analysisr the

lsotopic composition must be taken into account in
predicting the m/e values expected.

Thus carbon containlng compounds must be treated

in this !úâVr since t2C has an abundance of 98.89% and t 3C

an abundance of 1.11%. In a molecule containing a number

of carbon atoms it becomes necessary to use the formula

.ì
I

È-

I

¡
,t

r

I

i

!

I

I

r(pn*qcn
m

m!
(m-n) !n!

m-n

to determj-ne cilr the probability of having n. r3c atoms

amongst m carbon atoms. (l¡rlhere p is the natural
abundance of r3c and q the abundance of t2c.)

Tungsten also has more than one isotope, since all
complexes studied had only one metal atom the probabil-ities

are given by the natural- abundance. Thus in looking at

the mass spectrum of a tungsten compJ-ex with approximately

50 carbon atoms the combined effect of tungsten and carbon

isotopes had to be taken into account. Hov'I this t,ùas

achieved is illustrated bel-ow.

Taking Tü (dppe ) z ( PBu zH)Hz

or W Cso Hog

lrl has isotopes I

Ps

r82

183

184

186

26 ,41%

14 ,4%

30,64%

28 ,4I%
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¡

Þ.-.
C has isotopes

H has isotopes I 99,985%

,0r5%

For this case (where exceptionally high resolution mass

spectroscopy hlas not used) the contrlbution of 2H to the

mass spectrum is not significant.

Given 60 carbon atoms, the carbon contribution to the

mass spectrum can be shown thus:

60 r2c atoms: C
0
60

T2

13

59 12Ç atoms, 1 l3c atom:

58 r2c atoms, 2 r3c atoms:

.5I2 mass = 720.

60! g .011 r

2

98,89%

1 .11%

f .gggg60l( .0110-

I,

#
nlus o tro r I I

l¿ .gggg s e

.345 mass = IZI ,

a2v6o 60!
=strlEEI rÊ .orl_2 x .9gg9sB

57 t2c atoms, 3 r3c atoms:

a3u6o

.114 mass = lZZ,

60! . ol-13 .gBggt7

,O25 mass = 723.

When this effect is combined with the isotopes of
tungsten, the following table can be drawn up:



TOTAL
Prob.

13.5

16.5

23.7

l.2.g

l8 .4
r_0 .6

3.2

.T

Mas s

LI26

I).27

r128

LI29

1130

1r3 r
TL32

1r33

r 8 6¡¡ 2g .4%
O/ aII
Prob.

t4.5
9.8
3.2

.7

Prob.

.5l-2

.345

.114

.025

Num.
L2c

60

59

58

57

I8 a6 30.64%
O/al-I
Prob.

15.7

l_0.6

3.5

.8

Prob.

.512

,345

,TT4

.025

Num.
L2c

60

59

58

5T

r 8 3hl :-4.4%
O/aII
Prob.

7.4
5

1.6

4

Prob.

.5t2

.345

.114

.025

Num.
L2c

60

59

58

57

I 8 2¡¡ 26 .4r%
O/ al-ll
Prob.

13. 5

9.1
3

7

Prob.

.5r2

.345

.IT4

.025

Num.
t2c

60

59

58

5T

ID
(,J
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The rftotal maSSrr column takes a]l contributing atoms

lnto account, the probability column reflects the effect
of both r2C/rsC and taz6¡ rB3W/lB+!,1/186Ii,¡.

This isotopic splitting pattern causes a

charactenistic Itfingerprintfr of I tungsiuen/50-60 carbon

atom molecules.
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APPENDIX C

discussi-on 1t was commented

quantum yield determined bY

CI

that the very Low

Archerr for the
In

vaLue for
reaction

the

the

Mo(ruN.)r(dppe)z + ttN, --+ lr{e(ttNz)(ruitlr)(dppe)z + tuN,

üras discussed as an experimental artifact. The following

description and analyses of some of the experiments which

Archer carried out explain why this is believed to be so.

Archer took a 20.0 cm3 aliquot of 5 x 1O-3 M

Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z (f x 1O-" moles) in toluene or thf and

exposed it y" a volume of t tN, containing 1 x 1O-3 moles

of gas, that is, a 5 fold excess of ttNr. (This ratio
arose because each Mo(Nz)z moiety had two tuN, groups.)

The aliquot was then elther (a) inradiated al' some

wavelength or (b) Ieft in the dark.

At the end of some time interval (apparently

usually 36OO seconds ) the atmosphere was removed and the

ratio lsNz/tnN, determined, and quantum yields cal-cu1ated.

Ashwood2, Chatt3 and Carïera have studied the

thermal reaction of Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z and have each obtained

rate constants of comparable magnitude to the rate

measured by the other. If one uses k = L45 x 10-þ sec-r

for the reaction

Mo(Nzlz(dppe)z + )( -"r' Mo(Nz)X(dppe)z I

then in 3600 seconds, in a solution which was

5 x fO-3 U in Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z one would expect

to have reacted' rn doing sor 4 x l-o-s moles

þe produced. This gives a ttNr/tuN, ratio of

init ia1 ly
ca,2 x fO-}U
of tuNr, shoul-d

40:1 .
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If one assumes that the Mo(Nz)z(dppe)z which reacts can

react with either t tN, or t *N. r ât a rate proportional to

this f inaf concentratior{ of l sNz or t uNr, then ca, gO%

shoul-d exchange with t uN, and 107" with t uNr. Thi.s means

that the sol-ution should be 1.8 x LO-3 M in
Mo(rsNz)(toNr)(dppe)z if one assumes single dinitrogen
ligand exchange. In turn, this will give rise to

1.8 x 1O-3 * *'moles = 3.6 x lo-s moles of tuN, gas and

there will be 9.64 x 10-l moles of ttNr. The final ratio
ttNrg^"/rhN2gas + 27,

Archer found that in the dark the fÍnal isotopic
ratio ttNr gas/ tuNrgr" = I32 in the dark. Now since al-I

assumptions made have decreased the probability of

isotope exchange in the dark the ratio of
ttNrgas/ tuNrg"" should be l-ower than calculated above,

unfess diffusion of gas across the gas/liquid interface
was a limiting factor, Similarly, values of quantum

yields of I sNz pì-us l¿o (N z) z(dppe )z are considerably lower

than quantum yields found by Ashwood I for a reaction

involving an inj-tial dissociative stept

Mo(N z) z(dppe)z (solv) -¡L Mo(Nz )(dppe)z (solv) + Nz (solv).

These low values found by Archer can only be explained by

Limitation of isotope exchanges by sl-ow diffusion across

the gas/liquid and liquid/gas interface.
Archer carried out experiments aimed at proving that

diffusion of gas across the j-nterfaces uras not a rate
controlling factor, these experiments are described on

in -Zess exchange than calculating
v,¡ay through.

lÊ This assumption
possibl-e ratios

resul ts
all the
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p. 51 of the thesis. Ïn doing sor he states

Itsince the rate of any photochemi-cal- reaction is equal

to the quantum yield multiplied by the concentration
of the reactant, this implies that the rate is one

half when the concentration is one half. Diffusion
limitations were not believed to be a problem.It

The first statement in this quotation is not quite
correct, the rate of photochemical reaction ¡ -LYt 3

, -dA -is given bV Ë = QIabs, where 0 is quantum yield (which

is not a concentration dependent factor ) and Ïabs is the

intensity of the light absorbed.s Iabs can be altered by

the concentration, but not in a linear fashion;
ïabs = Io(t-lO-lec) when there is one absorbing substance

present. (e = extinction coefficientr 1 the pathlengtht

c the concentration of substance and Io the incident light
intensity.) In the situation where

Mo(Nr)2(dppe)z + ttN, -+ Mo(ttNz) (l¡z) (dppe)z

the reaction appears to be first order when foll-owed by

disappearance of Mo(Nz ) z (dppe) z as the light absorbed by

unlabell-ed complex diminishes as does the quantity present.

The initial rate is however, still gi-ven by # = Iabs0.

AccordingJ-y one can not accept that the experiment

supposed to prove that diffusion control v'tas not a

limitation actually did so. From work carried out in thÍs
project it woul-d appear that rapid equilibration of
isotope ratios across a gas/liquid interface 1s difficult
to achieve, and in any 1abe11ing experiment different
rates may be measured by, for example, simply altering the
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rate of stirring of the solution, or agitating the solution

in some other hIaY.
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APPENDÏX D

Flash Photolvsis of a TunEsten-Dinitrogen Compl-ex.
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Reaclions of coordinated dinitrogen to form
nitrog,en--carbon bonds have been observed for a

number of cornplexes of the type [}{(Nr)r(dppe)t]
(M = W, I'lo, Re;dppe = 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)-
ethane) [l ì. The reactionslalie place with acyl halides
(M = Re, Mo, W) or alkyl hirlides (M = Mo, W) and the
reaclions with the alkyl halides are catalyzed by
visible light. The products are conrplexes of the typc
II{X(NrRXdppe)21 aud INfX(NrlÌRX,]pp.)rl X. The
reaclions have been assunìed, to involve a fiee radical
nìechanisnr [2] in rvhich a!kyl radicals are generated
fionr thc alkyl halide or fronl the solveni (a butanol
chain is incorporated in the product when the solvent
is tetrahyclrofuran, thf) [3]. No dinitrogen is evolved
in thc absence of alltyl halides.

Plrt¡tochenlical reactions of this type may have
considc'rablc potentjal in thc photochenlical lìxation
of nitrogen and the present fìash photolysis studics
have been undertaken in order to define lhc ntccha-
nisnr of carbon-nitrogcn l¡ond [orrnation ntore
precisely. The rcactions proceed through a photo-
chcnrically generatcd irttcnlrediatc fro¡n whiclr bollr
coordinatcd dinitrogen nlolccules have been lost.

Experirnental

The [W(Nz)r(dppc)rì ccìnìplcx was prepare<l by
the ¡nethc¡d of Chatt, lleath and Richards Ia] and
charactcriscd by an e = 2.1 X 104 ¡l-t cnl-l ¡rt 297
nnì in tlrl. All operatiorrs with the conrplex and
solutions wcre canrcd out in <Jry atrnosphercs ancl
wherc ncccssary in conrpletely scded systcnts. Sol-
venls were dried and distille cl undcr nv2. Flash pho-
tolysis expcrintcn ts rvcrc carried out using the standard
fechniqucs of this laboratory [5, 6] with the addition
of an irradiation cell which allolved the solutions to
be changcd untler conlrollcd atntos¡rheres.

Photolysis experilnents rvith s'rcady illu¡nination
were carried out with a tungsten (200 W) or a tung-
stcn halogen lamp (100 W) as the lìght sourcc, using
intcrfcrence filters to select the irradiation wave-
length. In fìash photolysis expcrirnents idcntical
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results were obtained with or without a Perspex filter
whiclr clinlinates wavelengths shorter than 300 nm.
The concentration of the complex was determined
by the intensity of the N-N infra-red stretch or by
the absorbance at 297 nnl in lower concentration
solutions.

Results

Steady illumination of cq. lO-2 M solutions of the
[W(Nr)r(dppc)2] complex in dry thf saturated with
nitrogen resulted in very little change (Table I).
When the irradiation took place with the solutic¡n
evacuated, or under argon, coordinated dinitrogen
was lost rapidly. Ir¡adiation of similar solutions
saturated with CO or ll2 resr.rlted in the production
of the carbonyl, [TV(CO)r(dppe)r] and hyriride,
[WHo(dppe)2 ] conrplexes respcctivcly. In the presence
of CH3COCI or t-butyl brornide the organic group
was incorporatcd at comparable rates. Previourly Ilì
the reaction rvilh CH3 COCI has been reported to
require sevcral hours at arnbient cr¡¡rditiclns. The
quantum yields for the reactions in Table I are
sornewhat uuccrtain but all lic between 0.3 and 0.7.

When the atmosphere above the thf solution of the
complex was saturated with lsN labelled dinitrogen
1tsN, 48%; t4N1, 46%;ra¡ts¡ 6%) irradiaLion resulted
in the incorporation of the rsN, in the cornplex. ThelsN, labclling expcrinrcnts gave products witlr solu-
tion infra-red spectra which showed dinitrogen
slrctch peaks at 1948, 1904, and 1885 cm-r, which
can be assigncd to the isotoporners W(dp¡re)r(raNr¡r,
W(dppc)2(!aNrXttN.) anrt W(dppe)r(,tNr), [7]. On
¡>rolongccl irradiatio¡r thc ratio of the three peaks was
2.0: I : I . n*o incorporatio¡t of the lsN, occurrecl in the
dark, and the rsN, conrplex dicl not lose the labcl
whcn kept under an atmosphere of t4N2 in the dark.
It is apparcnt that tlie dirritrogen exchange occurs by
thc saruc type ol dynanric ligJrt-incluced proccss
which is rcsponsible for the photo-reactions wjth CO
and l12.

F'lash photolysis experinre nts shorved that an intcr-
mediatc is fornled following photo-excitation of
[W(Nr)r(dppe)r]. When solu(ions ol the conrpls¡
(4 Xl0-s /l/) in thi or bcnz.ene werc lìashed under
dirtitrogen or ärgon an ir¡lnrcdiate bleaching rvas
obscrvcd. Solutions saturated with argon sliowed no
further change. When the solL¡tions containecl dinitro-
gen, the bleached absorbancc recovered to rvithin 5%
of the original valuc by a tvro-stage process. '[he
change in transmittance with tirne at 291 nm is
shorvn in Figure l. The two stages of the recovery of
thc absorbance in N2 saturated solutions were wcll
separated in time (F'igure l) and thc dillercnce
spcctra at thc el¡d of the fìrst recovery proccss, and
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TABLE l. Steady lllumination Phololysis Experirnenls, Visible Light.

Conditions lW(Nz)z(dpp':)zl , trl' Rcsults

N2 saturated
Ar saturated
Vacut¡m
CÐ saturated
H2 såturated
t-Bullr 0.05 M
cHscocl o.o5 Mb
lsN2 saturarcd

5 x l0-3
2.s x lo-3
2.5 x l0-3
2.5 x l0-3
1.6 x l0-3
2.9 x lo-3
2.5 x l0-3
5 x lo-3c

ca. 5% deconrposition, 6 hr
50% deconrposition in 2 hr
50% decontposition in 2 hr
507â conve¡sion to IW(CO)rldppe): I in 45 min
507o convcrsion to f \V(llz )(dppe)2 | in 35 min
507o formation of [\\/Br(li2 t-Br¡Xdppe)z in 50 min
50% fo¡nral.ion of IWCII(NNC]OCI13Xdnne)z I in 45 nrin
50% labelk:d [W(N2)2(dppu)z in 2 hr

rRcaction volume 150 nrl thf. bN"¡,ligibl" ¡eaction in dark over cornparable time period. cReaction volume 5 ml.

o2.55
r to-l sec

o.75
sec

o
Ca
'Ë
ó
Ca
F

-qs

oIcoo
o
!
€

o

r.5

ljigure l. ('hangus in trtnsrnittancc al 297 ntn following flush
photolysis of [\V(N:)r(<tppc)2l. 4 X l0-s /lf in thf saturarcd
with N2- Notc change of scale on .t-axis.

intnrediately aftcr flashing are shown in F-igure 2.
By the conclusion of the scco¡rd reaction allrrost all
of the absorbance losf in tlre bleaching reãction was
restored. The rate constanls [or the two processcs oI
lìigure I were fì¡st order, with rate constants of 3.9
t 0.8 Xl02 scc-r and 1.6 + 0.3 scc-r in thf saturated
\\,ith N2 at 25 oC.'fhe qurntunr yield ior thc blcaching
was the sar.¡re for the solutions saturated with ar¡on
or dinitrogen, and the differencc spectra taken
inrnrediatcly after the fìash wcre thc sanlc.

\lthen solutions ssturâted witlr CO were flashed, a

bleaching, follorvcd b¡, a trvo stage recovery process
was aga.in observed, but the absorbance did not return
to the original value, and at the complction ol the
reaclion the prodr¡ct was the carbonyl conrplex
[W(CO)r(dppe)2]. The rate constants for thc for¡na-
tion ol the carbonyl complex were very sinrilar to
those for the reaction of the bleached intcrmediate
with dinilrogen and wcre 5.1 t 0.4 X 102 sec-rand
2.5 + 0.4 sec-l ,

When N2 saturatcd solutions of [W(N2)2(dpp.)rl
containing 2-brornobutane (0.04 i'lf), which were pre-
pared and handlcd in the dark, we re t-lashed, the sarne

34û 380
Warelongth, nnl

lìigr,rre 2. l)ifforcncc spcctra takcn afte¡ flash photolysis of
IW(N2)2(clppc)2] in thf saturi¡tcd with N2. o, imn¡ediately
following thc flash; X, 11.25 nlsec after the flash at the end
of thc ñrst stagc of the ¡cacti<,rns shorvrr in l.'ig. l.

i¡ritial bleaching of thc absorbance due to the di-nitro-
gen complcx was obscrvcd. Thc bleaching was fol-
lowed by thrcc identifiable rcaction stcps. An initial
rcturn tov,,ards the original absorbance was lbllowed
by a second, slower return which was conrpeting with
a third reaction which lcd to a permanent decre¡rse in
absorbance al 297 nnr, whcre the linal rcaction
product, [Wlìr(NrBu)(dppc)r] has a srnaller absor-
bance than [W(Nt)r(<.lppc)2]. Thc initial rcaction had
the sanre rate constant as that for an N2 saturated
solution alorre, 4.6 I 0.8 X 102 sec-l , and the seccnd
stcp was also sirnilar to that in the absence of 2-
bronrobutane, with a rate constant of 3.9 t 0.6 sec-1.
Thc thìrd rcaction which lcads to a permaÍìcnt change
to forrn the product had a rate constant of 0.5 l0.l

-tsec'.
Sirnilar results were obtained lor solutions in

bcnz.ene containing dinitrogcn.
Flash photolysis of soluticns of [W(N¡)r(dppc)2]

in thf saturated with ttN, (ttN, 8l%; t4NtsN l0%;loN, gtzr¡ showed that dinitrogen exchange occurred
after a single flash. 'Ihe inlra-red spectrum of the

T¡re
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solutions after one flash showed the nitrogen stretch
absorbances at 1945, 1905, and l8tì5 cnl-t. l1 is sig'
niñcant that, although only a fraction of üre co'
ordinated dinitrogen is exchangcd, both isotopomers
\ry(dppe)2(tsN2)2 and Wlrlppc)r(raNrXttNz) are
presenl in the solution,

Discussion

The steady ilh¡nrination experiments sltow thrt
lighl labilizes the dinitrogen in thc colnplex, deconr-
¡x)sition occurring when the photolyses were carried
out under argon or vacuunr. The labiliecd cornplex
fronr which dinitrogen has been lost is abìe to take up
CO, H2. The dinitrogenlabelling expcrinrcnts prove
that the intermediate (or the photo+xcited state)
has bcen labilized for dinitrogen exchange. The role
which has been assigncd previously to tlte alky'l halide
in assisting in thc evolution of N, Ill is therefore
clearly, at least in part, that of conrpeting with the
N2 for the labilized metal centre.

The fìash photolysis experiments provide clear
evidence for the naturc of thc initial photochemical
process. The loss of absorblnce due to [W(N2)r-
(dppr)rl is coincidental with the flast¡ and is not due
to the formatio¡l of an excited slate but to the loss
of dinitrogen from the complcx [8]. As the recovery
of the original absorption untier nitrogen is a two
stage reaction we conclude that both the dinitrogcn
nl<¡lccules nrust be lost in the first stagcs of the
photo-reaction, although rvlrcl.irs'r sinrultaneously or
consecutivcly cannot be dccided witliout expcrinrents
using laser excitation at shorter tinre resolution. ln
the presence of dinitrogcn lhe reactions arc

[W(Nr)¿(dplx)u ì
h¡¡--.- [W(dppe)2 + 2N¡ (l)

[W(dppc)r] -r N2 
- 

[W(Nz)(clpp.)r] (2)

[W(Nr[dppe)rl + N, -----* [W(Nr)r(dppc)r] (3)

The role of the solvent (thf or benzene) has not so far
becn defined. The rates of the Íìrst and sccond rcac-
lions arc alnlost the sanre for N2 and CO, suggesting
that thc reactio¡rs are governed by tlìe ratcs of solvcnt
exchange at thc sitcs originally occupied by the two
dinitrogen molecules. The lsN, exchange experiments
in which exchan ge is induced by flash photolysis
conlìrm that b<¡th dinitrogen r'¡lolccules are lost fro¡n
the cornplcx upon photoexcitation.

The reactions in the presence of N2 and 2-bronro-
butane indicate that it is lhe complcx with only ozc
cnordinated N2 which reacts with 2-bromobutane
(and by implication, with other alkyl halides)
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[W(Nr{dppe)r] + RX' [wX(NrRXdppe)r]

The cornpetition between 2-bronrobutane and N2
shown in the llash experintcnts providcs direct evi-
dence lbr the proposed nrechanisrn of formarion of
C-N bonds in these systems [2] iñ rvhich homulytic
fìssion of the R-X bond takes place at the meral
centre [2] which has only one N2 coordinated. The
C-N bond nray be for¡ned either between thc alkyl
radical derived lroln the alkyl halide or onc derived
from thc solvcnt by alkyl raclical attack, and the one
renraining coordinated dinitrogen. This fìrst direct
observation of a transient internlediate in the photo-
chemical reactions of dinitrogert conrplexes inclicates
that it is the melal centre with only one coorilinated
N2, and possibly of rcduced coordination nurnber,
procluced by photo-excitation and subsequent recom-
bination with one N2 rnolecule rvhich is highly
reactive lowards carbonJralogen bonds. Systems of
this kintl have an obvious potcntial for the photo-
chenrical fìxation of nitrogen using sunlight, and we
arc at prese¡rt extending the work to other systems.
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